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ABSTRACT
A typical continuous web-processing machine consists of hundreds of idle rollers
and web spans. A web span is formed by tensioning a thin film (the web) over at
least two idle rollers. Machine drive controls, bearing friction, and air impingement on
the web surface represent some of the factors that can influence web tension and web
speed. A significant effort is devoted to maintaining uniform web tension and web
speed in these machines. The uniformity of these parameters is a requirement to con
sistently manufacture web products within rigorous quality specifications. In support
of this effort to control web tension and web speed, reports have been published to
investigate the vibration response of the web-idle roller system. The machine is
modeled as a multidegree-of-freedom system consisting of numerous springs and
masses connected in series. The equivalent spring and mass elements are represented
by the web span and roller inertia respectively. The scope of this investigation is lim
ited to the analysis of the axial vibration of a single web span and idle roller interface.
The two main objectives of this work are to characterize the axial vibration response
of a single web span and numerically determine axial displacements of the web. A
correlation is made between the axial displacement (less than 0.05 inch) of the web
relative to the surface of an idle roller and small scratches (0.005-0.010 inch long)
formed on the surface of the web.
The web is assumed to be an elastic member subject to tensile forces only. The
one-dimensional wave equation is shown to be the governing equation of motion for
the web-idle roller system. Boundary conditions are developed to accommodate the
web-idle roller interface at one end of the web and the input tension force at the oppo
site end. A simplifying assumption of the model is that the average web speed is
zero. The effect of zero average web speed is assumed to be small because the wave
speed is nearly 1000 times greater than the typical average web conveyance speed of
250 feet per minute. Three solution methods have been presented for the wave equa
tion (Separation of Variables, Laplace Transform combined with Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform, and Galerkin Finite Element). The Finite Element method, written in a
spreadsheet software format, was found to be the best method of solution for this par
tial differential equation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This research into the vibration of a web span is an attempt to understand some
of the phenomena associated with the conveyance of a web in a continuous process
machine. Specifically, the report focuses on the axial vibration of a web resulting
from tension changes. The web is modeled as an elastic membrane. The one-
dimensional wave equation subject to various boundary and initial conditions is shown
to be the governing equation of motion. Three solution methods for this equation
have been presented (Separation of Variables, Laplace transform combined with
Inverse Fast Fourier Transform, and Galerkin Finite Element).
LA. Web Vibrations in Machinery
In the web converting industry, a web is defined as thin continuous film of
material. The material could be paper, metal, or plastic. Even under steady-state
machine operating conditions, the curvature of the web span (Figure 1) is constantly
changing. These changes occur both in the direction of web travel and perpendicular to
the direction of web travel. The vibratory motion of the web appears to begin and
end at the tangent points formed by the web and the idle rollers.
The web is transported through the machine under tension. Tension differences
developed between two driven rollers, which are linked as a system by idle rollers and
web spans, provide the force necessary to transport the web. A tensile force must be
exerted on the web to overcome web and roller inertias, bearing friction, bending hys
teresis, and air drag. Air drag on the web becomes a significant factor for web speeds
greater than 500 feet per minute[l]. Bending hysteresis can be a factor under certain
conditions of web thickness, modulus of elasticity, and roller diameter[l,2].
Web velocity, tension, and environment change as the web passes through the
machine. Air impingement, widthwise tension distribution changes, mechanical drive
speed variations, and roller eccentricity are examples of factors that can contribute to
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web vibrations. The interaction of these influences can result in web imperfections.
Imperfections can be in the form of surface scratches, tears, creases, or coating distur
bances. The nature of the mechanisms associated with these imperfections is not com
pletely understood. Reduction, if not elimination, of these imperfections is essential
to the consistent manufacture of web in conformance with product specifications.
Generally, web vibration concepts, such as the equations of motion and the con
stitutive equations, can be extended to other machine systems. A drive belt between a
motor and a rotating load is an example of an axially loaded member subject to vari
ous tensile force disturbances. In the plastic sheet extrusion industry, plastic sheet,
defined as a web greater than 0.06 inch thick, is extruded between two continuous
metal belts. A flat uniform surface is maintained on these belts with a high tensile
force applied between the drive pulleys. These applications are extremely complex
and beyond the scope of this report but are mentioned only to highlight similarities.
LB. Related Research
The published information relative to this report focuses on the aggregate effect
of web spans, rollers, and drive systems with the intention of either measuring or con
trolling web tension throughout the process[3]. Much of the research has been in
modeling the web conveyance machine as a system. These models can be manipulated
to provide design and tuning information for machine drive control systems. The
machine drives directly affect average web tension through either web speed changes
or roller torque changes. Models have been generated to describe the web conveyance
machine as a series of inertial masses linked together with springs[3,4]. In these
analogues, the idle rollers represent rotating inertial elements and the web spans
represent simple spring elements. Combining masses, springs and drive elements with
web tension feedback devices produce a discrete multidegree-of-freedom mathematical
model. Input to the system is made through the equivalent drive element. The output
response is studied for system natural frequencies, response delay, system stability, and
web tension changes. The most recent research has been focused in the area of lateral
web positioning, that is maintaining the location of the edge of the web as it is con
veyed through the machine[5]. Although not directly stated in two published abstracts,
the work of T. Kotera[6,7], involving the lateral vibration of a string with various
boundary conditions, does indicate a very recent interest in this area of investigation.
The intent of this paper is to investigate a subset of a web conveyance machine
system, essentially looking at the relative movement of a single web span near the
point of contact at an idle roller. The interest was prompted as a result of trying to
determine the cause of very small (0.005-0.010 inch long) surface scratches found on
transparent web material. These scratches are oriented parallel and transverse to the
direction of web travel. All visible lateral vibration of the web - axial vibration is not
discernable damps out near the tangent formed at the web-idle roller interface. It is
possible that this damping action at the tangent may be the cause of these scratches.
This report provides a preliminary study of the governing equations of this web-
roller interface with the solution of two simplified models. The effect of the average
web velocity on the axial and lateral vibration has not been investigated numerically.
A solution addressing the effect of average web speed on axial and transverse vibra
tions can be found in the work of Ghoneim[8].
LC. Solution Methods Using Spreadsheet Software
The two simplified models solved in this report are governed by the one-
dimensional wave equation. A solution has been obtained for the well-documented
problem of axial vibration of a uniform rod [9]. This solution was obtained using the
following approaches: an analytical method with series solution, Laplace Transform
Method combined with Inverse Fast Fourier Transform, (FFT) and Galerkin Finite
Element with time descretization performed with the Newmark finite difference
algorithm. Results from each numerical technique are compared to the analytical
solution. This example was chosen to better understand the parameters involved with
the analysis and to provide a basis for using the techniques for the solution of the
wave equation with the web-roller boundary condition.
The Finite Element program was implemented entirely in the spreadsheet
software. Data processing for the input and output used in the Fast Fourier Transform
program, which was written in BASIC, was done entirely in the spreadsheet. Copies
of the BASIC Program and LOTUS Macro Command listing can be found in the
Appendix of this report.
H. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND SOLUTION
The web is considered to be a thin, continuous, elastic and flexible member sub
ject to axial tension forces which is allowed motion in both the horizontal and vertical
directions. The governing equations of motion are developed from the free body
diagram of a web section as shown in Figure 2. The web span is modeled as a mem
brane when summing forces. Only axial and lateral displacements are considered. The
bending resistance of the web and rotation of the web element have not been included
in the equations. These omissions are justified because the flexural rigidity of the
web is small and the mass of the web is much smaller than the mass of the roller. In
all cases the web is axially loaded to create a positive stress in the web. Based on this
tensile force boundary condition, the web is assumed to have a negligible catenary
(i.e., sag between rollers) and is unable to support compressive stresses.
Summing forces in the (X) direction yields the following equation:
do Dvx
A(c+^dX - o) = P*dX (HI)
where a is the tensile stress in the web, A is the cross-sectional area of web per unit
width, E is the web modulus of elasticity, p is the material density, mass per unit
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volume, a is the angle at x (assumes, cos(ct) = 1 for small angles), (3 is the angle at
x+dx (assumes tan P = sin [3 = ^- for small angles), c is the wave speed, u is the
aX
horizontal displacement, w is the vertical displacement, v^ is the horizontal velocity,
and vy is the vertical velocity.
Cancelling stress terms and division by A and dX produces:
I5- = p- (II-2)
dX P Dt
The constitutive equation for a purely elastic material is:
= lx aL3)
Substituting equation (II.3) into equation (II.2) and defining
~E_
P
- \ the equation can be written as:
d2u 1 d2u
dX2 c2 dt2
Summing forces in the vertical, (y) direction, the following equation is obtained:
(IL4)
<-i-*i+f^>
dy Dvy
Neglecting higher order terms, simplifying and letting u equal displacement in the x-
direction and w equal displacement in the y-direction the equation can be written as:
d2? do dy Dvy m,,
The web velocity adds a complication to the equation in that the terms
Dvy Dvxy- and -
Dt Dt
in equations (11.2) and (II.6) are material derivatives as shown below:
Dvx d2U d2U du ml,
= 1- (II.7)
Dt dt2 dXdt dt
E = ^ + ^Z*L aL8)
Dt Bt2 dXdt dt
Substituting equations (II.7) and (II.8) into equations (II.2) and (II.6) results in the fol
lowing two equations:
d^u d u du 2 d u T n.
+ -, -,
^ = Cz- (II.9)
C2
dt2 dXdt dt &X
d2w d2w du
~d^~ +
dXdt dt
d u 3vv du d w
dX2 dX dX dx2
ai.io)
Equations (II.9) and (11.10) are the governing equations of motion for the web and are
du
coupled by the velocity term, . Equation (II.9) must be solved first to obtain thedt
horizontal velocities, then used as an input for solution of the vertical vibration prob-
lem. The product term, ( -r ) in equation (II.9), makes this a nonlinear equation.
dX dt dt
Solution of this equation was attempted using Galerkin Finite elements in combination
with the Newton-Raphson method for the iteration of the velocity term. The problem
turned out to be highly unstable and was not solved using this numerical technique.
Therefore the analysis performed in this report is limited to the solution of the linear,
axial (horizontal) vibration problem. Information on the solution of the coupled prob
lem can be found in Ghoneim[8].
Boundary and initial conditions are needed to complete the set of equations
necessary to analyze the web-roller interaction. At the idle roller boundary, it is
assumed that the web has sufficient attachment wirti the roller surface such that no
sliding occurs between the idle roller and the web. A constant torque applied at the
roller is balanced with a force applied at the opposite boundary. This force represents
8
the initial web tension. This tensile force results in the initial displacement condition.
Initial velocity is assumed to be zero in all cases. Two input forces at the free boun
dary have been studied (step input force and an impulsive force). A closed form solu
tion is available for the first case which provides a reference for checking the numeri
cal solution obtained. The second simulation represents a disturbance typically
encountered in web conveyance machinery. In the next section, a simplified solution
of the wave equation with a fixed boundary, zero initial conditions and a suddenly
applied force at the free boundary is developed in detail.
II.A. Fixed Web with Suddenly Applied Force
This problem consists of web span fixed at one end with a suddenly applied con
stant force at the opposite end[9]. The initial velocity and initial displacement are both
zero. In this example, the web is assumed to be resting on a frictionless surface or
oriented in the vertical direction to provide a flat web span just prior to application of
the end force. Figure 3 shows the web span with the boundary conditions and web
properties of cross-sectional area and modulus of elasticity. The wave equation is the
governing equation for this continuous elastic web model. Three methods (Analyti
cally with separation of variables, Laplace Transform, and Galerkin Finite Elements) to
solve this equation are developed in detail in the next three sections.
H.A.l Analytical Solution
Recalling equation (II.9) for the general case of axial vibration with a web velo
city and setting the velocity product term, -rr , equal to zero yields the wave
oXot at
equation.
It = ifr ai.1.)dX2 c2 dt2
a
o
0
u
>
u
a
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m
d
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The initial conditions for this problem are:
u(X,0) = 0 (IL12)
^-(X,0) = 0 ai-13)dt
Boundary conditions for the fixed end and free end with a suddenly applied force are:
At x = 0
u(0,t) = 0 (IL14)
At x = l
du F0(0
dX EA
01.15)
where 1 is defined as the web span and F0(t) is the applied force at the boundary as a
function of time.
Introducing the following definitions, the above equations can be recast in nondimen-
sional terms.
U = y ; X
=
j ; x
=
y (11.16)
where U, X, and x are defined as dimensionless displacement, dimensionless position
and dimensionless time, respectively. Substituting these definitions into equations
(11.11) through (HI 5) results in the following nondimensional set of equations.
11
Nondimensional Wave Equation:
a2u a2u
(11-17)
ax2 d%2
Nondimensional Initial Conditions:
U(X,0) = 0 (n.18)
^- = 0 01.19)
dX
Nondimensional Boundary Conditions:
U(X,x) = 0 At X = 0 01-20)
dV Fc
dX EA
At X = 1 01-21)
Solution of partial differential equations by the separation of variables method is
most easily applied to homogeneous equations with constant coefficients. The nonho-
mogeneous boundary condition, equation (11.21) requires that the solution, U(X,x), be
formed as a linear combination of two solutions v(X) and w(X,x) i.e.,
U(X,x) = v(X) + w(X,x) 01-22)
Where
v(X) = C{X + C2 and w(X,x) = <J)(X)T(x).
where v(X ) represents an equilibrium solution, w(X,x) is the solution of the homogene
ous initial value-boundary value problem. The nonhomogeneous boundary conditions
are used to solve for the constants Ci and C2. An eigenvalue problem must be solved
using homogeneous boundary conditions and the modified initial conditions to obtain
w(X,x). The following equations need to be solved for X, the eigenvalues, and the
eigenfunctions, <}>(X):
12
T"
+ XT = 0
4>"
+ X = 0
0(0) = 0 ; 0(1) = 0
The general form of solution for 0(X ) and T(x) follows:
0(X) = Acos(?iX) + Bsin(?tX)
T(x) = acos(?tx) + Z?sin(?ix)
Values for A, B and Xn are found using the homogeneous boundary conditions.
Coefficients an and bn are found using the initial conditions and the equations
below[10]:
' =\
[f(X,O)-v(X)]0(X)JX
where:
'fg(X,0)<|>n(X)dX
bn = J j
I = j0n2(X)dX
o
f(x) is the initial displacement equation and g(x) is the initial velocity equation[10].
Combining the product solution for w(X,x) and the equilibrium solution provides the
general solution for the problem:
t
U(X,x) = v(X) + X0(X)(flncos(?ix) + bnsin(Xnx)) 01-23)
n = 1
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H.A.2. Fast Fourier Transform Solution
Application of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique requires that the par
tial differential equation and boundary conditions be written in terms of the Laplace
Transform. The X-variable is transformed as a constant, thereby reducing the problem
to a second-order differential equation in X. Solution of the differential equation
results in an equation in terms of the variables X and s. At this point, if the inverse
Laplace can be taken, a closed-form solution is obtained. It appeared that this method
would be very useful for solving partial differential equations. Unfortunately, the
inverse Laplacian is normally difficult to obtain. The Laplace transform solution
method in combination with the FFT algorithm provides a direct method to numeri
cally evaluate the solution.
The Laplace variable s can be represented with the equation as follows:
s = a + 2rc/i 01-24)
where a is a constant and / is the frequency variable. Substitution of equation 01-24)
into the transformed equation results in complex (real and imaginary terms) frequency
function in terms of the variables X and / . Utilizing the inverse FFT algorithm, with
the real and imaginary frequency functions, yields a solution in time (for a fixed value
of X) to the partial differential equation. The following paragraphs develop the solu
tion of the axial vibration problem with the fixed boundary condition using the
Laplace Transform and inverse FFT method. Results are compared to the textbook
solution found in reference^].
Starting with the set of equations (11.17) through (11.21) for the nondimensional
wave equation, the Laplacian is taken of each term (functions of X only transform as
constants) as shown:
14
a2u
ax2
d2U
dX2
01.25)
Solution of the characteristic equation yield roots:
X12 = +/- s
The general form of solution for U(X) is as follows:
U(X) = Cle{sX) + C2e(~sX) 01.26)
Applying the boundary conditions to evaluate the constants results in the following
terms:
C, =
Co =
2A,s2coshO>)
-F0
2AEs2cosh{s)
(TI.27)
01.28)
Substitution into equation (11.26) and using the identity equation:
ex
- e
x
sinh(;t) =
z
yields the solution in terms of the variables X and s. The dimensionless parameter X
is defined for the range 0 to 1.
F0sinh(sX)
U(X,s) =
/4s cosh(s)
01.29)
Considering the special case for which X = 1, the above equation can be rewritten as
shown below.
U(X,s) =
AEs2
-tanh(s) OL30)
15
The time solution, (inverse Laplacian) of this equation is known to be a triangle wave
with a period of and an amplitude of as shown in reference^]. To obtain
t- Pill,
the solution of this equation numerically, the Laplacian operator s must be replaced by
equation (11.24) followed by separation of equations into a real and imaginary fre
quency function[ll]. Substituting a trigonometric identity from reference[12] for
tanh(s) (shown below), equation (11.30) can be written in the form necessary to apply
the inverse FFT method:
... 2a/. . . .. 2tifl.
sinh( ) + isin2( )
tanh(s) = f- - 01-31)
,,2a/N ^,2%fls
cosh( ) + cos2( )
c c
The resulting real and imaginary frequency functions, R(IJ), Im(lJ), respectively,
are shown below:
cF
(a2-(2::/)2)sinh( ) + 4:r/asin(2(^-)
R(//) = c-
C
01-32)
AE
[(a2-(27t/ )2)2 + (4;t/a)2] (cosh( ) 4cos(2(^^-))
c c
cF (al-(2nfY)sm(2(^^))
- Anfasinh()
Im(/,/) = -f
^r-TT- 01-33)
[(a2-(2nf)2)2
+ (47i/a)2](cosh(^-) +cos(2(^^-))
The value of the constant a is to be chosen greater than the real part of the poles
(zeros) of the frequency function[ll]. The choice of the value of a is not obvious or
without impact on the outcome of the solution. Examples of this will be discussed
later in this section.
Exactly the same algorithm used for normal FFT applications is valid for the
inverse FFT operation. The only modification necessary to program is the negation of
the imaginary frequency function prior to input and the proper seating for the conver
sion of frequency step size to time step size. In the Fourier transform, the frequency
16
shifting constant a results in the multiplication of the time solution by the function
e . To obtain the correct time solution for any value of the constant a (except for
when a = 0), the results of the FFT program must be multiplied by the function
e"
.
The FFT method is valid when real and imaginary frequency data is input to the pro
gram in periodic form. The real frequency function must be modified to be even and
periodic. The imaginary frequency function must be odd and periodic with zero at the
midpoint of the samples. The proper representation of the real frequency function for
various frequency step sizes is shown in Figure 4. A very complete and understand
able description of the procedure necessary to implement to inverse FFT application
along with the BASIC program can be found in Brigham[ll].
Numerical values were used in calculation of the frequency functions and the
resulting time solution utilizing the inverse FFT algorithm. The values can be found
in the program input page located in Appendix. The program used was limited to 32
data samples, actually only 16 samples due to the requirement of even and odd
periodic extensions of the input frequency functions. The selection of frequency step
size and the resulting truncation of the frequency domain direcdy affect the validity of
the numerical solution obtained. For this example problem, the period of the triangle
wave displacement function was known initially. Figure 5 represents the inverse FFT
solution of the problem. The best solution for U(t) was obtained for a frequency spec
trum truncation of four times the known period. The amplitude corresponds to the
known solution to within one percent. The period is exact. A shorter frequency trun
cation results in poor amplitude correlation but good correlation with the known period
remained. The curves are all shown for a value of a = 1. This constant was chosen
greater than zero because the frequency equation had a pole at zero. The effect of
different values of the constant a are shown in Figure 6. If the values are chosen to
be extreme with respect to the known pole, for example, a=0.001 or a=100 for a
known pole of 0, the shape and amplitude of the curve are severely distorted but the
17
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period correlation remains intact.
The application of the inverse FFT method combined with the Laplace transform
method for solution of partial differential equations is limited. The uncertainty
involved in frequency truncation (although weighting methods can be employed to
reduce the effect) and the selection of the parameter a prevent this method from being
considered as a robust method of solution for partial differential equations. The Galer
kin finite element method as developed in the next section proved to be a very accu
rate and simplified method of solution.
II.A.3. Finite Element Method Solution
The Galerkin Finite Element method was used as the final solution method of the
problem represented by equations (11.17) through 01-21). A one-dimensional model
using ten linear elements (with the mass matrix lumped into a diagonal matrix) has
been implemented in the solution. The Newmark finite difference method has been
used for time discretization[13]. The linear elements can be represented by the fol
lowing equation:
U(X,x) = 2>*(X,x) (TJ.34)
e = 1
where:
ue
= VWUfW + V2(X)U2e(x) 01-35)
The shape functions ^ and *F2 are shown below.
^ = d - j) ; ^2 = f (n.36)
Substitution into the wave equation results in a residual equation which must be
minimized:
21
o ,-=i
a2^,(X)
dX -frjiX) x
i = 1
,(*)-
a2i//
9x2
-(x) dX * 0 01-37)
Integrating the first term by parts to reduce the order of the equation and rearranging
results in the following equation.
2
z
i = 1
h.Wj(X) dVi(X)
J ir, :^^axax ax Uf +
2
I
i = 1
jY;.(X)^(X)dY
2rred2U\
~d^ 01.38)
2 a^,
i=i ax
where the term on the right side of equation represents the force at the boundary. This
equation can be written in a more familiar form with the following substitutions:
h
Mi} = frVjdX
o
hfdV: dW:
lJ I dx dx
bj = VjPiX)
(TI.39)
01-40)
01-41)
where Mtj is the mass matrix, Ktj is the stiffness matrix, and bj is the boundary
vector. The term P(X) is defined as the tensile stress at the boundary.
Using equations (11.39) through (11.41), equation 01-38) can be rewritten in this shor
tened form as shown below; notice the absence of the Ciy- matrix (damping matrix).
1=1
MfjUr + KuUf = bt 0L42)
22
The detailed steps of applying the finite element method in combination with the New-
mark finite difference algorithm are included in the Appendix. Figure 7 shows the
results of the spreadsheet program with curves of the nondimensional web displace
ment at three values of X (0.1, 0.5, 1.0) verses nondimensional time x (time step =
0.02). This method provides a solution that completely coincides with the analytical
solution in both amplitude and period.
n.B. Web-Roller System with Impulse Force
Solution of the web-roller problem represents the basic premise of this report. If
it can be shown that the web exhibits small (on the order of 0.010 inch) relative dis
placements, a connection can be made between the high-frequency axial vibration and
web scratches. This type of scratch normally occurs if the web slides over the roller
surface.
The contribution of the average web speed on axial web vibration has not been
included in this analysis. It is assumed that this effect is small, based on the fact that
the web wave speed is much greater (on the order of 1000 times) than the conveyance
speed. The free idle roller boundary condition brings this model one step closer to the
actual system as compared to the fixed boundary condition. The nondimensional wave
equation 01-17) is the governing equation of motion. A physical representation of the
web-idle roller system with the impulse force boundary condition is shown in Figure 8.
An impulse force boundary condition was chosen to simulate a web tension transient
commonly experienced with web conveyance machine drive systems. The web is
assumed to be initially at rest and under tension. This web tension results in the initial
web displacement. A moment (independent of roller position and velocity) applied at
the roller (the web is assumed to be attached at one point) is balanced by a constant
force applied at the opposite boundary. The force is increased by a given percentage,
23
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maintained at the elevated level for a short time, then returned to the initial force
value. The moment value is held constant during the tension impulse. The resulting
axial web displacements are determined by solution of the nondimensional wave equa
tion (11.17) with the initial conditions and boundary condition equations shown below:
Initial Conditions: The web is initially at rest, therefore the velocity is zero:
^-(X,0) = 0 01-43)dl
Initial displacement resulting from the applied tension can be developed using an equa
tion from strength of materials as shown:
5 = 01-44)
AE
where 5 is the elongation of an elastic member under tensile force.
Summing forces in the x direction, refer to Figure 8, the equation for initial web dis
placement can be developed as shown below:
MT
u(X,0) = X 01-45)
REA
Considering, the boundary at x = 0 (the web-idle roller boundary, Figure 8), and sum
ming moments about the axis of idle roller rotation, the following equation for
dynamic equilibrium can be written:
MT - cxAR = -0 (IL46)
where MT is the moment applied at idle roller, R is the outside radius of roller, I is the
mass moment of inertia of the idle roller, o is the tensile stress in the web, A is the
web area (product of thickness and width), E is the web modulus of elasticity, u is the
web displacement, x is the horizontal position along the web span, 1 is the web span ,
and F(t) is the total web tension as a function of time (t).
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With substitution of equation (II.3) (the constitutive equation for an axially loaded
elastic member) into equation 01-46), the latter can be written in terms of partial
derivatives of u only. This equation represents the boundary condition at x = 0.
mtR EAR2 du d2u
I ax
"
dx2
01-47)
The boundary condition at x = 1 contains the impulse force superimposed on the con
stant tension force. The web stress at this point is directly proportional to the applied
force as shown below:
iiL = nil (11.48)
dX EA
Utilizing the same substitutions for u, x, and t, as shown in equation (11.16), the initial
conditions and boundary conditions can be written in nondimensional form:
Initial Conditions (nondimensional):
MT
U(X,0) = {-X 01-49)
RAE
= 0 01.50)
dx
Boundary Conditions (nondimensional):
At X = 0:
,_ dU d2U /TTC1N
-r + Ka7 " *r (n'51)
Where the parameters T and k are defined below.
MrRlp_ _ AR^_
IE I
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where k represents the ratio of the mass of the web to the equivalent mass of the idle
roller.
At the boundary X = 1.0:
dU
_
F(x)
dX
~
EA
01.53)
These equations provide a means of determining the axial displacement in the web for
different values of web tension, idle roller inertia, span length, material properties, and
amplitude of the impulse force. The next section develops the solution of this equa
tion using a finite element technique. Results for different parameter values are
reviewed in the next section.
II.B.l. Finite Element Method Solution
Experience with the solution of the fixed boundary condition problem indicates
that the best method of solution for this problem is the Finite Element method.
Specifically, the Galerkin Finite Element method will be applied to a ten-element,
lumped-formulation model. All the equations developed in Section HA.3 are applica
ble to this problem except for the boundary conditions vector bj . The first element of
the bj vector contains U . This term is an unknown and must be incorporated into the
mass matrix coefficients. The details of this manipulation of terms can be found in
the Appendix. The bu term (which represents the impulse force) remains F(t)/EA as
in the previous example but for this problem F(t) will have an increased amplitude for
a specified number of time steps, then be returned to the nominal value.
The following parameter values, shown in Table 1 and Table 2, are typical for a
for a polymeric web and steel idle roller, respectively, used in web conveyance
machines. Values are shown in the English system as well as the metric system for
clarity.
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Table 1 : Web Related Parameters
Parameter: English Value Metric Value
Elastic Modulus 0.6 x 106 psi 4.1 x 109Pa
Density 95.0
lbm
ft'
1522.3 -^r
m3
Thickness 0.005 inch 0.000127 m
Web Width 54 inches 1.37 m
Web Span 60 inches 1.52 m
Web tension 200 1b 890 N
Table 2: Roller Related Parameters
Parameter: English Value Metric Value
Roller Weight 80 1b 355.9 N
Roller Mass 2.5 slug i^jf~) 36.3 kg
Outside Radius 2 inches 0.0508 m
Inside Radius 1.75 inches 0.0444 m
Mass Moment 0.060S lb -s2-ft 0.0826
kg-m2
29
Figure 9 shows the results of the FE solution to this problem (for X = 0.0, 0.5,
and 1.0) using a step size of 0.08 and an impulse force amplitude of two times the ini
tial web tension. The impulse duration was three time steps. The following items
highlight some general observations about the curves:
1) The wave speed influence is shown clearly in Figure 10. A diagonal line has
been drawn through the curves at the point at which the wave propagation is evi
dent. The impulse wave is not evident at a given nodal point until sufficient time
has passed for the wave to propagate to that distance. No displacement is seen
until the wave propagation has reached the node.
2) The character of the vibration is different for each nodal location. Figure 10
shows the displacement response for different X values ( X = 0.0,0.2 0.5, 0.7 and
1.0). The oscillation appears to be centered about the initial displacement (Fig
ure 9). The average displacement value is increasing slighdy. This appears to
be the shifting of the frame of reference of the web as the idle roller begins to
rotate. The roller rotation effect will be discussed later in item 5.
3) The effect of time step delta x can be studied with the comparison of Figure 10
and Figure 11. The response for X = 1 has been plotted for two different time
steps ( delta x = 0.02 and 0.08 respectively). The time scale of Figure 10 has
only been plotted to four x. Amplitude and shape for each response coincide
quite well. The maximum amplitude differs by only 0.6% between curves. The
parameter e controls the duration of the impulse force. In Figure 11, e was set at
three, to keep the impulse duration constant for delta x = 0.02, the value was set
to twelve.
4) Figure 9 clearly shows the periodic nature of the response. The nature of the
vibration changes at the point where the impulse wave is reflected at the boun
daries. The wave propagates the lenght of the span in one x. In two x the wave
travel makes one complete cycle (down and back) of the web span. The most
30
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interesting point is that the response is periodic with four x, not two x. At two x
the direction of the displacement changes, essentially from a completely tensile
impulse to a compressive pulse superimposed on the nominal tension in the web.
This change can be explained by considering the different types of boundaries
that the impulse wave encounters as it propagates through the web. At one x, the
wave hits the roller boundary and is reflected nearly unchanged. This boundary
appears as a fixed boundary to the web because the mass of the roller is much
greater than the mass of the web. At two x, the wave encounters a free boundary
and at this point the sense (superimposed compression) of the wave changes. For
x from 2 to 4, the compression wave propagates like the tension wave in the first
cycle. When x equals four, the compression wave hits the free boundary and
completes the the motion for one period. For this example, a period of four x
represents a frequency component of approximately 270 Hz. The fixed boundary
problem (shown in Figure 7) also has a period of four x.
5) The displacement at the idle roller (X = 0) is very small in comparison to the
other nodal displacements. If the web-idle roller combination is treated as a sim
ple equivalent mass-spring system, the natural frequency can be determined by
using the equation for the natural frequency of a single degree of freedom system
IT
( "W ). For the values shown in Table 1, this equivalent system would have a
' m
natural frequency of 19.3 Hz. The roller is responding at a much slower (approx
imately ten times ) frequency than one of the lower frequencies of the web. Fig
ure 12 shows the effect of roller mass on the displacement response of the roller.
As the mass is decreased (i.e. higher natural frequency), the displacement
response is faster and greater in magnitude. The displacement response at the
other nodes is affected by the movement of the idle roller. Figure 13 shows that
the displacement response for the other nodes follows the shift caused by the
roller movement. This curve is for a roller weight of 2 pounds. This is not a
34
practical weight for a real application but it was chosen to highlight the sensi
tivity to roller inertia.
6) The effect of changing the amplitude of the impulse force is shown in Figure 14.
All data shown have used an amplitude of two (this represents doubling the web
tension). For this curve the amplitude was chosen to be 1.2, essentially increas
ing web tension by twenty percent. This lower value is a typical tension tran
sient for actual machine conditions. For a sixty-six percent change in amplitude,
the displacement response changed from thirty percent greater than the initial dis
placement to five percent greater than the initial displacement.
7) Displacement values shown are nondimensional; actually these values represent
the strain in the web at each node. Multiplication of these values by the web
span in units of either inches or meters yields dimensional displacements.
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HI DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results obtained strongly support the premise that small web surface scratches
are related to high-frequency axial vibration in the web. Accepting the explanation
that, if a web slides over the surface of a highly polished idle roller, a scratch will be
formed on the web surface, the mechanism of scratch formation can be better under
stood with the information obtained. At first evaluation of the web-scratch problem,
the immediate conclusion is that the idle roller must be stopping or slowing relative to
the web. The web is readily observed to be moving at what appears to be a constant
speed. Considering the size of the scratches (which indicates a very short time dura
tion for the speed mismatch), the idle roller would have to be capable of changing
speed at a very high rate. Tremendous external forces would have to be exerted to
accomplish this speed change. In the absence of any observable external force, it is
difficult to understand the cause of the scratches. Using the information obtained
regarding web displacement, the scratch phenomenon can be viewed from a different
perspective. Namely, the web has axial displacements at a very high frequency rela
tive to the rotational frequency of the idle roller. If these relative displacements occur
near the roller surface, scratches may be formed on the web surface.
Looking closely at the peak-to-peak displacement of the web as shown in Figure
14, the difference in displacement is 0.00065 and 0.00015 for the amplitude of 2 and
1.2 respectively. Multiplying this value by the web span of sixty inches, yields a
change in displacement of 0.039 and 0.009 inch respectively. These values are of the
same order of magnitude as measured scratch lengths of 0.005 to 0.010 inch. Based
on the correlation of calculated web displacement with actual scratch measurements, it
appears that the axial web vibration phenomenon is part of the mechanism contributing
to the formation of web surface scratches.
The information about the methods of solution for partial differential equations,
specifically the wave equation, provides many opportunities to apply these techniques
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to other types of problems. The Galerkin Finite element method was found to be a
very robust and easily implemented technique to solve differential equations of this
type. At first evaluation, the inverse Fast Fourier Transform Method appeared to be a
useful analysis tool. Complexities of deriving real and imaginary frequency functions
from the Laplace transform substitution does hinder easy application of this method.
The selection of the parameter a and the frequency spectrum truncation serve to further
diminish the attractiveness of this method as an analysis tool. The Fast Fourier
Transform is often applied to a given time solution to yield the frequency content of
the signal. The program included in the Appendix can be used for this purpose also.
The only limitation is the frequency resolution (defined as one over the product of the
number of samples and the time step size). For the web-roller problem, if thirty-two
samples are taken with a time step of 0.08 (0.000074 second) the frequency resolution
would be approximately 420 Hz. Increasing the number of samples will improve the
frequency resolution.
ni.A. Further Work
Considering the simplifying assumptions of the model (no internal damping, no
damping at the web-roller interface, and zero average web velocity), it is not possible
to make a more definitive statement correlating axial vibration and web scratches.
The next step would be the solution of the coupled lateral vibration problem. Know
ing the resultant of the horizontal and vertical displacement may provide a better
understanding of the scratch phenomenon. Real webs have a much more complex
nature that can be represented by the simple constitutive equation used in this analysis.
If adequate empirical data are available for various web materials, a more complex
constitutive equation should be utilized. Finally, the boundary condition at the idle
roller should be further investigated. The stretching of the web over the roller surface
and effect of coefficient of friction would improve the representation of this interface.
40
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APPENDIX V.l BASIC FFT Program and LOTUS Input Data For
mat
43
1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1010
1011
1012
1020
1030
1031
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1081
1082
1090
1091
1100
1105
1106
1107
1110
1185
1190
1197
1198
1200
10000
10001
10002
10004
10010
10020
10030
10040
10050
10060
10070
10080
10090
10100
10110
10120
10130
10140
10150
10160
10170
10180
10190
REM This program is used in conjunction with * LOTUS Program to
REM Provide a time solution for a given frequency function
REM FFT portion of this program from Fast Fourier Transform
REM Applications by E.Oran Bringham, Page 145
REM B:FFTR0D1.BAS/ Rod - Freqency to Time 9/25/89 RDB
OPEN "A: RODIMP.DAT" FOR INPUT AS #2
FILE* "A: OUTPUT. DAT"
OPEN FILE* FOR OUTPUT AS #1
DATA 32
READ NX
REM
NUX L0G<NX)/L0GC2)
DELF# 1 !
DIM XIREAL(NX)
DIM X1IMAG<NX>
DIM XREAL (NX)
DIM XRLHLD(NX)
DIM XIMHLD(NX)
DIM XIMAG(NX)
DIM FREQ(NX)
FOR IX - 1 TO (NX) STEP 1
INPUT#2,XREAL(IX),XIMAG<IX)
LPRINT XREAL(IX),XIMAG(IX)
REM XIMAG(IX) * -XIMAG(IX)
NEXT IX
60SUB 10000
FOR IX * 1 TO (NX) STEP 1
PRINT#1,USING"##. ########,
NEXT IX
END
REM: FFT SUBROUTINE THE CALLING PROGRAM SHOULD
PRINT "INTO SUBROUTINE 10000"
REM: DIMENSION XREAL (IX) AND XIMAGCIX)
REM: NX AND NUX MUST BE INITIALIZED
N2X =NX/2
NU1X = NUX - 1
KX 0
FOR LZ = 1 TO NUX STEP 1
FOR IX = 1 TO N2X STEP 1
JX = KX\2~NU1X
60SUB 10410
ARG 6. 2831854* * IBITRX/NX
C * COS(ARG)
S = SINCARG)
K1Z KX + 1
K1N2X = K1X + N2X
TREAL XREAL (K1N2X) C + XIMAG(K1N2X)*S
TIMAG XIMAGCK1N2X) ? C - XREAL(K1N2X> *
XREAL (K1N2X) - XREAL (K1X) - TREAL
XIMAGCK1N2X) - XIMAG(KIX) - TIMAG
XREAL(KIX) - XREAL(KIX) + TREAL
XIMAG(KIX) -XIMAG(KIX) +TIMAG
KX = KX + 1
(XREAL(IX)DELF*)f (XIMAGC IX)DELF#)
A4
10200 NEXT IX
10210 KX - KX + N2X
10220 IF KX<NX GOTO 10050
10230 KX = 0
10240 NU1X NU1Z - 1
10250 N2X N2X / 2
10260 NEXT LX
10270 FOR KX 1 TO NX STEP 1
10280 JX KX - 1
10290 GOSUB 10410
10300 IX * IBITRX + 1
10310 IF(IX<KX) GOTO. 10380
10320 TREAL XREAL(KX)
10330 TIMAG = XIMAG(KX)
10340 XREAL(KX) - XREAL(IX)
10350 XIMAG(KX) = XIMAG(IX)
10360 XREAL(IX) TREAL
10370 XIMAG(IX) * TIMAG
10380 NEXT KX
10390 RETURN
10400 END
10410 REM: BIT REVERSAL SUB-ROUTINE
10420 J1X = JX
10430 IBITRX = 0
10440 FOR I IX = 1 TO NUX STEP 1
10450 J2Z = J1X\2
10460 IBITRX = IBITRX*2 + (J1X - 2*
10470 J1X = J2X
10480 NEXT I1X
10490 RETURN
10500 END
J2X)
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=reqnty to Tim Input LOTUS Progru ( Munricil Values) Page: 1
ACH AA13 "Mote: list Update <m 4/19/90
Al.C B12 Print to A: INPUT.MT for
WRK4.H.HK1 4/14/90 AHP 111 iiU input to FFTR0D1.IAS
AREA B7 fro* 616..R47
C 1718 CONST B10 Output trot DUTPUT.BAT to T16
Fo 1000 BOD IB
A 0.0000 FORCE B6 period * 41;'
I 4E+09 FRIQDATA 016.. 147 0.003538998
1 1.52 LEM B9
100 OrlEBA 116.. 148
MP*CF/AE 136.43 HAVE 15
al/c 0.0884
2*FU/A/E 0.2449 *o*2pi/Tol775.413216
ToMl/c 1.0035
Counter FrequenFTERHl RTERK2 ftENOH IEALFR ITERfll ITEBK2 IHABFI
0 0 1778.748 0 2.0E+08 0.001221534 0 0 0
1 35.320 -6981. B4 16985.53 6.BE+09 0. 000203363 -15020.B 7B95.03222O 0.0004658529
2 70.641 -33263.6 62770.33 7.4EM0 0.000055327 -132233. 15790.06444 -0.0002775526
3 105.96 -77066.5 123020.0 2.9E+11 0.000022141 -400282. 23685.09666 -0.000204279
4 141.28 -138390. 177541.3 6.5EU1 0.0OO008378 -778023. 31580.12888 -0.000 1732582
5 176.60 -217236. 205033.4 9.BE+11 -0.OOO00173 -1128321 39475.16110 -0.0001657399
6 211.92 -313602. 186311.0 9.BE+11 -0.00001767 -1246665 47370.19332 -C. 0001825801
7 247.24 -427490. 11BB98.7 5.4E+11 -0.00007922 -919710. 55265.22554 -0.0002503027
8 282.56 -558899. -4.8E-11 1.6EM1 -0.00049294 0.000000 63160.25776 -0.0000557067
9 317. BE -707B29. -152869. 1.5E+12 -0.00008112 1522837. 71055.2899B 0.0001368398
10 353.20 -8742B0. -313851. 7.5E+12 -C.0000218B 3475531. 78950.32220 0.0O00625572
11 388.52 -105B252 -451073. 2.3E+13 -O.O0000926 5496551. B6845.35442 0.000033198
12 423.84 -1259746 -532623. 5.1EM3 -0.00000484 7082207. 94740.38664 0.0000188793
13 459.16 -1478761 -533087. 9.7E+13 -0.00000286 7680666. 102635.4188 0.0000108017
14 494.49 -1715296 -439392. 1.6E+14 -0.00000185 6818830. 110530.4510 0.OO00057722
15 529.81 -1969354 -2547B2. 2.4E+14 -0. 00000129 4236907. UB425.4B33 0.0000023892
16 565.13 -2240932 1.9E-10 3.2E+14 -0.00000096 -0.00000 126320.5155 0
17 -529. B -1969354 -2547B2. 2.4E+14 -0.00000129 -4236907 -11B425.4B3 -0.0000023892
16 -494.4 -1715296 -439392. 1.6E+14 -0.00000185 -6818830 -110530.451 -O.OO00057722
19 -459.1 -1478761 -533087. 9.7E+13 -O.OO0002B6 7680666 -102635.418 -0.000010B017
20 -423.8 -1259746 -532623. 5.1E+13 -0.00000484 -7082207 -94740.3866 -0.0000188793
21 -38B.5 -1058252 -451073. 2.3E+13 -O.O0000926 -5496551 -66845.3544 -0.000033198
22 -353.2 -8742B0. -313851. 7.5EM2 -O.OO002188 -3475531 -78950.3222 -0.0000625572
23 -317.8 -707B29. -152B69. 1.5E+12 -O.O0O0B112 -1522837 -71055.2899 -0.0001368398
24 -282.5 -558899. -4.8E-11 1.6EM1 -0.00049294 -0.00000 -63160.2577 0.0000557067
25 -247.2 -427490. 11BB9B.7 5.4E+11 -0.00007922 919710.9 -55265.2255 0.0002503027
26 -211.9 -313602. 188311.0 9.8EM1 -0.00001767 1246665. -47370.1933 0.0001B25601
27 -176.6 -217236. 205033.4 9.BE+11 -0.00000173 1128321. -39475.1611 0.0001657399
28 -141.2 -138390. 177541.3 6.5E+11 0.OOO0O8378 778023.0 -31580.1288 0.0001732582
29 -105.9 -77066.5 123020.0 2.9E+11 0.000022141 400282.7 -236B5.0966 0. 000204279
30 -70.64 -33263.6 62770.33 7.4E*10 0.000055327 132233.0 -15790.0644 0.0002775526
31 -35.32 -6981. 84 169B5.53 6.BE+09 0.000203363 15020.87 -7695.03222 0.0004658529
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APPENDIX V.2 Galerkin Finite Element Derivation - Web-Roller
Problem
This appendix will develop the finite element equations necessary to implement
the Galerkin Finite Element method on the web-roller problem of Section JJ.B. The
Newmark finite difference algorithm is used to accomplish the time-stepping process.
Both methods are explained in more detail in reference[13]. The derivation will begin
with the nondimensional set of equations shown below:
Nondimensional Wave Equation:
d2v a2u
ax2 dx2
Nondimensional Initial Conditions:
Nondimensional Boundary Conditions:
At X = 0:
At X = 1.0
dU_ FCO
dX
'
EA
(IV.l)
U(X,0) = ^X (IV.2)
RAE
^- = 0 (IV.3)
dx
_r + K| = !| dv.4)dX dx2
(IV.5)
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The finite element method provides a means of approximating the space variable (X
domain) in partial differential equations. For this problem, linear elements have been
chosen. If the order of the differential equation had been greater than two, a higher
order element would have been required to adequately represent the derivative terms of
the equation. The web span has been divided into ten elements as shown below.
Terms such as U are defined as the second partial derivative of the variable U with
respect to time.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
At a given element (n), the motion of the element is represented by a linear combina
tion of two adjoining nodal displacements (U). The acceleration terms (U) from
adjoining nodes also affect the motion of the element. The figure below represents an
element (n) and the adjoining velocity and acceleration terms:
un Un+i
un un+l
n
The linear approximation of the displacement variable (U) is shown below:
U(X,x) = 2>e(X,i)
e = 1
(IV.6)
where:
ue
= V&Wfix) + V2{X)U2e(x) (IV.7)
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The shape functions xl and , are shown below.
*i = (1 - f ) ^2 = (IV.8)
Substitution into the wave equation results in a residual equation. To minimize the
residual equation, it must be multiplied by a weighting function (for the Galerkin tech
nique, the same shape function (equation (IV.8)) is used for weighting) and integrated
over the element. The variable (h) represents the element length. The minimized resi
dual equation is shown below:
0 i=l
d2Vi(X)
dX2
Uf(x) dX -fF,(X)
2
I
i = 1
,2rre
((X)
d2U\
'dx2 (t) dX * 0 (IV.9)
Integrating the first term by parts to reduce the order of the equation and rearranging
results in the following equation:
2
I
i = 1
h.dVj(X) dV^iX)
I zrrt ~ usi
dx dx Uf
+
2
I
1 = 1
ftj'XWiixw
2TTedzui
~d?
(IV. 10)
2 a^,-
^jiXKX-^-iXWt)
1=1
where the term on the right side of equation represents the force at the boundary. This
equation can be written in a more familiar form with the following substitutions for
Mijt Ktj, and bj defined below:
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Mass Matrix:
Mij = ftiVjdX (IV.ll)
Stiffness Matrix:
KU = I
ay,- a^' y
dX dX
dX (IV. 12)
Boundary Condition Vector: (where P(X) is the tensile stress at boundary)
b, = VjPiX) (IV. 13)
Equation (IV. 10) can be rewritten in this shortened form as shown below, notice the
absence of the CI;- matrix (damping matrix):
2
X MfjUf + KUU?
1=1
= bi (TV. 14)
With the assumption of linear elements, equations (IV.ll) and (IV. 12) represent two
by two matrices and equation (IV. 13) represents a vector quantity of length two. Per
forming the integration shown in the mass and stiffness matrices result in the following
element matrices:
U" = 6
2 1
1 2 KU
1 -1
-1 1 (IV.15)
The boundary vector b is determined by evaluating equation (rv.13) at the ends of
the element (at X = 0 and h). The bj element is shown below with the appropriate
substitutions for the shape function xl.
b, = o--f )(/>(/*)) - (i--rXp()) = -p(0) = -p,h n
Following the same procedure for b2 indicates that the b elements represent the force
at the boundary of each element. In summing all the elements together, all the internal
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boundary forces cancel. The only remaining terms to consider are for the first and last
element. These terms represent the boundary conditions of the problem.
All the equations developed up to this point have be in regard to the element. To
complete the system, the effect of each element equation must be summed. The sum
ming of the ten element equations results in a global equation for the system. These
equations are shown in matrix form below (matrices are in diagonal form):
i 2 ,
l 4 i
i 4 i
4 J
i 4
i 4 i
i 4 i
i 4 i
i 4 i
l 4 i1
2
J
Ui
U2
U3
UA
U5
u6
Un
Us
U9
u]0
Un
1
+
h
i l i
2 ;
} 2 J
i 2 )
2 {
2 J
1 2 {
2 !
i 2 !
2 J
1
Ui
u2
U3
uA
U5
u6
Un
u,
U9
ul0
Un
=
-Pi
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Pn
The boundary conditions must now be included to complete the global equations.
The first global equation can be written in terms of the matrix coefficients and the
boundary condition terms as follows:
h h U}
U*J + U2J + X
u2 i r
h K K
All unknown quantities must be on the left hand side of the equation; the term U-^
must be moved to the left. This repesents modifying the first term in the mass matrix:
M,j = 2 + Kh
The first term of the boundary vector is now . The last term in the boundary vec-
tor js _ill One further modification to Mit is to lump the elements. The lumping
EA
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process is completed by summing the diagonal terms in each row.
Applying the Newmark finite difference algorithm to the matrix equations
developed above provides a means to determine a solution in time. The algorithm is
shown in equation form below:
UJ+l
= -[Al]'1[A2] W - [A l]~l [A3] U>~1 + [Al]~l Ax2bj
where the above matrices are defined as follows:
[Al] = [M] + yAx[C] + pAx2 [K]
[A 2] = -2[M] + (1 - 2y)Ax[C] + ( - 2p + y) Ax2 [K]
[A 3] = [M] - (1 - y)Ax[C] + (y + (3 - y) Ax2[K]
The terms UJ+l , U^ and UJ~l are defined as the new solution based on the next
increment of time, the current time solution and the previous time solution, respec
tively. The choice of the parameters y and (3 strongly affect the solution. For both
problems solved in this report, y was set to 0.5 and fi was set to 0.25. With these
parameter values, this method is considered to be unconditionally stable with no res
triction on time step size[13].
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APPENDIX V.3 LOTUS Data Input: FE Fixed Boundary Vibration
Problem
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GFE/NEWMARK LOTUS PROGRAM (MACRO LISTING) PAGE: 1
\M ** MATRIX RECALC
{CALO
/DMIAl_MATRIX~AINVRS~{CALO
/DMMAINVRS~A2_MATRIX~AIXA2~
/DMMAINVRS~A3_MATRIX~AIXA3~
/DMMAINVRS~FDELT~AIXFDELT~
{CALO
NEWMARK MACRO \N
/RVU_INIT~U_ZERO~
/RVU_INIT~U_KMINUS~
{CALO {GOTO} Z253~
{LET COUNTER, 1)
IFOR COUNTER,!., 199, 1,A259}
/DMMAIXA2~U_ZERO~AIA2UKHLD~
/DMMAIXA3~U_KMINUS~AIA3UMHLD*
/DMMAINVRS~FDELT~AIDTFHLD~
{CALO
/RVU__ZERO~U_KMINUS *"
/RVU_KPLUS1~U_ZER0~
/RVU_KPLUS1~
{RIGHT COUNTER}
~
{CALO
{RETURN}
{BEEP}
PROGRAM INPUT LIST
H VALUE 0.1
GAMMA 0.5
BETA 0.25
DELTA T 0.02
MODULUS 600000
AREA 0.005
F_APPL 3000
P_END 1
U_INIT 0
UDOT_INIT 0
T_SPAN 2
DAMPING 0
ALPHA 0.05
COUNTER 200
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APPENDIX V.4 LOTUS Program: GFE Solution Web-Idle Roller
Problem
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LOTUS PROGRAM-GFE/N WEB-IDLE ROLLER SOLUTION PAGE: 1
\M ** MATRIX RECALC
{CALO
/DMIAl_MATRIX~AINVRS~{CALO
/DMMAINVRS~A2_MATRIX~AIXA2~
/DMMAINVRS~A3_MATRIX~AIXA3~
/DMMAINVRS~FDELT~AIXFDELT~
{CALO
NEWMARK MACRO \N
/RVU_INIT~U_ZERO~
/RVU_INIT~U_KMINUS~
{CALO {GOTO} Z253~
{LET COUNTER, 1}
{FOR COUNTER, 1, 199, 1,A259}
/DMMAIXA2~U_ZERO~AIA2UKHLD~
/DMMAIXA3~U_KMINUS~AIA3UMHLD'
/DMMAINVRS~FDELT~AIDTFHLD~
{CALO
/RVU_ZERO~U_KMINUS~
/RVU~KPLUS1~U_ZER0~
/RVU_KPLUS1~
{RIGHT
COUNTER}"
{CALO
{RETURN}
{BEEP}
H VALUE 0.1
GAMMA 0 . 5
BETA 0.25
DELTAJT 0.08
MODULUS 4.1E+09
AREA 0.000174
F_APPL 889.6 4
P END 0.001234
T_SPAN 2
DAMPING 0
ALPHA 0.05
COUNTER 200
RADIUS 0.0508
INERTIA 0.001032
MOMENT 45.19371
INIDISP 0.001234
CAPGAM 0.000818
KAPPA 0.662730
SPAN 1
RHOWEB 1522.273
AMPLITUDE 2
EPSILON 3
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INPUT DATA
WEB ENG VALU METRIC UNIT ROLLER ENG VAL METRIC UNIT
EMOD(PSI) 600000 4.1E+09Pa WEIGHT-LB 1 4.4482 N
DEN LB/F3 95.0352 1522.273 KG/M3 MASS 0.031055 0.453229 KG
THK (IN) 0.005 0.000127 M Ro (IN) 2 0.0508 M
*ID UN) 54 1.3716 M Ri (IN) 1.75 0.04445 M
SPAN (IN) 60 1.524 M J 0.000761 0.001032 KG-M~2
TTEN (LB) 200 889.64 N
STR-LB/I2740.7407 5107259. Pa
INDISP 0.074074 0.001881 M
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12: "INPUT DATA
14: >HEB
J4: 'ENG VALU
K4: 'METRIC
L4: 'WIT
114: 'ROLLER
N4: 'ENG VAL
04: 'METRIC
P4: 'UNIT
15: 'EHOD(PSI)
J5: 600000
K5: (J5H894.8)
L5: Pa
H5: 'HEIGHT-LB
NS: 1
05: ($N$5*4.4482)
P5: N
16: 'DEN LB/F3
J6: 62. 4*1.523
K6: ($J*6*16.018)
L6: 'K6/M3
M6: 'MASS
N6: (*N$5/32.2)
06: (*N*6*14.594)
P6: 'KG
17: 'THi: (IN)
J7: 0.005
K7: (*J$7*0.0254)
L7; M
H7: 'Ro (IN)
N7: 2
07: ($N$7*0.0254)
P7: 'H
IB: 'HID (IN)
J8: 54
KB: ($J$80.0254)
L8: 'H
MB: Ri (IN)
N8: 1.75
08: (Ni8t0.0254)
P8: 'M
19: 'SPAN (IN)
J9: 60
K9: (J9*0.0254)
19: 'H
H9: 'J
N9: (N$6t((N$7/12)"2+(*N$8/12)A2))/2
09: ($0$6(0$7A2+$0$8A2))/2
P9: 'K6-HA2
110: 'TTEN (LB)
J10: 200
K10: ($J10M.4482)
L10: '*
111: 'STR-LB/I2
Jll: <$J$10/($J*7$J*B))
KM: HW1U6B94.8)
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LOTUS PROGRAM FOR GFE SOLUTION OF MEB-ROLLER PRGBLEM PAGE 2
111: 'Pa
112: INDISP
J12: ($J$llt$J$9/$J$5)
K12: (J$120.0254)
L12: M
149: 'H Matrix
U49: 'C Matrix
AG49: 'I Matrix
150: 1
J50: 2
K50: 3
L50: 4
M50: 5
N50: 6
050: 7
P50: B
Q50: 9
R50: 10
S50: 11
U50: 1
V50: 2
K50: 3
X50: 4
Y50: 5
250: 6
AA50: 7
AB50: 6
AC50: 9
AD50: 10
AE50: 11
AG50: 1
AH50: 2
AI50: 3
AJ50: 4
AK50: 5
AL50: 6
AM50: 7
AN50: 8
A050: 9
AP50: 10
AQ50: 11
H51: 1
151: ($H_VALUE/6)*((2+6/($KAPPA*$H.VALUE))+l)
J51: 0
K51: 0
L51: 0
M51: 0
K51: 0
051: 0
P51: 0
051: 0
R51: 0
S51: 0
T51: 1
1151: (1HDAHPING)
IK1. MitnAHPIHfi)
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K51: 0
151: 0
Y51: 0
Z51: 0
AA51: 0
AB51: 0
AC51: 0
AD51: 0
AE51: 0
AF51: 1
A651: (1/*H_VALUE)
AH51: (-1/$H.VALUE)
AI51: 0
AJ51: 0
AK51: 0
AL51: 0
AM51: 0
ANSI: 0
A051: 0
AP51: 0
A051: 0
H52: 2
152: 0
J52: (6*$H_VALUE/6)
K52: 0
L52: 0
M52: 0
N52: 0
052: 0
P52: 0
052: 0
R52: 0
S52: 0
T52: 2
U52: (1*$DAMPING)
V52: (1*$DAPING)
W52: (lt$DAMPING)
X52: 0
Y52: 0
Z52: 0
AA52: 0
AB52: 0
AC52: 0
AD52: 0
AE52: 0
AF52: 2
AG52: (-1/JH.VALUE)
AH52: (2/$H VALUE)
AI52: <-l/$H_VALUE)
AJ52: 0
AK52: 0
AL52: 0
AM52: 0
AN52: 0
A052: 0
AP52: 0 6 0
LOTUS PROGRAM FOR GFF. SOLUTION OF KB-ROLLER PROBLEM PAGE 4
AQ52: 0
H53: 3
153: 0
J53: 0
K53: (6HH.VALUE/6)
L53: 0
M53: 0
N53: 0
053: 0
P53: 0
053: 0
R53: 0
S53: 0
T53: 3
U53: 0
V53: (1#$DAHP1NG)
W53: (1*SDAMPING)
X53: (HJDAHPING)
Y53: 0
253: 0
AA53: 0
AB53: 0
AC53: 0
AD53: 0
AE53: 0
AF53: 3
AG53: 0
AH53: (-1/JH.VALUE)
AI53: (2/$H.VALUE)
AJ53: (-1/$H_VALUE)
AK53: 0
AL53: 0
AM53: 0
AN53: 0
A053: 0
AP53: 0
A053: 0
H54: 4
154: 0
J54: 0
C54: 0
154: (6HH_VALUE/6)
H54: 0
N54: 0
054: 0
P54: 0
054: 0
R54: 0
S54: 0
T54: 4
U54: 0
V54: 0
U54: (1*$DAMPIN6)
X54: (1*$DAHPING)
Y54: (1$DAHPING)
Z54: 0
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AA54: 0
AB54: 0
AC54: 0
AD54: 0
AE54: 0
AF54: 4
A654: 0
AH54: 0
AI54: (-1/$H_VALUE)
AJ54: (2/$H_VALUE)
AK54: (-1/$H.VALUE)
AL54: 0
AM54: 0
AN54: 0
A054: 0
AP54: 0
AQ54: 0
H55: 5
155: 0
J55: 0
K55: 0
L55: 0
M55: (6*$H_VALUE/6)
N55: 0
055: 0
P55: 0
055: 0
R55: 0
S55: 0
T55: 5
U55: 0
V55: 0
K55: 0
*55: (UtDAMPING)
Y55: (1*$DAMPING)
Z55: (1*$DAHPING)
AA55: 0
AB55: 0
AC55: 0
AD55: 0
AE55: 0
AF55: 5
AG55: 0
AH55: 0
AI55: 0
AJ55: (-1/JH.VALUE)
AK55: (2/IH.VALUE)
AL55: (-1/$H.VALUE)
AH55: 0
AN55: 0
A055: 0
AP55: 0
AQ55: 0
H56: 6
156: 0
J56: 0
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K56: 0
L56: 0
H56: 0
N56: (6tSH VALUE/6)
056: 0
P56: 0
056: 0
R56: 0
S5G: 0
T56: 6
U56: 0
V56: 0
H56: 0
156: 0
Y56: (1HDAMPING)
Z56: (1HDAMPINE)
AA56: (lt$DAHPING)
AB56: 0
AC56: 0
AD56: 0
AE56: 0
AF56: 6
AG56: 0
AH56: 0
AI56: 0
AJ56: 0
AK56: (-1/$H_VALUE)
AL56: (2/*H_VALUE)
AM56: <-l/$H_VALUE)
AN56: 0
A056: 0
AP56: 0
AQ56: 0
H57: 7
157: 0
J57: 0
K57: 0
L57: 0
M57: 0
N57: 0
057: (6*iH.VALUE/6)
P57: 0
057: 0
R57: 0
S57: 0
T57: 7
1157: 0
V57: 0
U57: 0
X57: 0
Y57: 0
Z57: (1HDAHPING)
AA57: (HJDAHPING)
AB57: (IflDAHPINB)
AC57: 0
AD57: 0
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AE57: 0
AF57: 7
AG57: 0
AH57: 0
AI57: 0
AJ57: 0
AK57: 0
AL57: M/$H_VALUE)
AH57: (2/JH.VALUE)
AN57: (-1/H_VALUE)
A057: 0
AP57: 0
AQ57: 0
H5B: B
158: 0
J58: 0
K58: 0
L5B: 0
M58: 0
N58: 0
058: 0
P58: (6$H_VALUE/6)
058: 0
R5B: 0
S58: 0
T58: B
U58: 0
V5.B: 0
M58: 0
X58: 0
Y58: 0
Z5B: 0
AA58: (1$DAHPIN6)
AB5B: (1HDAMPING)
AC58: (1*DAMPIN6)
AD5B: 0
AE58: 0
AF58: 8
A658: 0
AH58: 0
AI58: 0
AJ58: 0
A8: 0
AL5G: 0
AM58: (-1/IH.VAL0E)
AN5B: (2/*H_VALUE)
A058: (-1/$H.VALUE)
AP58: 0
AQ58: 0
H59: 9
159: 0
J59: 0
K59: 0
L59: 0
M59: 0
N59: 0 6 4
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059: 0
P59: 0
059: (6*$H VALUE/6)
R59: 0
S59: 0
T59: 9
U59: 0
V59: 0
W59: 0
159: 0
Y59: 0
Z59: 0
AA59: 0
AB59: (1*$DAMPING)
AC59: (lHDAMPING)
AD59: (1HDAMPING)
AE59: 0
AF59: 9
AG59: 0
AH59: 0
AI59: 0
AJ59: 0
AK59: 0
AL59: 0
AM59: 0
AN59: <-l/H_VALUE)
A059; (2/tH_VALUE)
AP59:; <-l/*H_VALUE)
AQ59:: 0
H60: 10
160: 0
J60: 0
K60: 0
L60: 0
M60: 0
N60: 0
060: 0
P60: 0
060: 0
R60: (6*H.VALUE/6)
S60: 0
T60: 10
U60: 0
V60: 0
H60: 0
160: 0
Y60: 0
Z60: 0
AA60 : 0
AB60 : 0
AC60 : (1HDAMPIN6)
AD60 : (1HDAMPING)
AE60 : (1HDAHPING)
AF60 : 10
A660 : 0
AH60 : 0
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AI60: 0
AJ60: 0
AK60: 0
AL60: 0
AM60: 0
AN60: 0
A060: (-1/tH.VALUE)
AP60: (2/$H_VALUE)
AQ60: (-1/JH.VALUE)
H61: 11
161: 0
J61: 0
K61: 0
L61: 0
H61: 0
N61: 0
061: 0
P61: 0
061: 0
R61: 0
S61: (3*$H_VALUE/6)
T61: 11
U61: 0
V61: 0
H61: 0
161: 0
Y61: 0
261: 0
AA61: 0
AB61: 0
AC61: 0
AD61: 0
AE61: (1HDAMPING)
AF61: 11
AG61: 0
AH61: 0
AI61: 0
AJ61: 0
AK61: 0
AL61: 0
AM61: 0
AN61: 0
A061: 0
AP61: <-l/$H_VALUE)
A061: (1/$H_VALUE)
T70: A1 MATRIX
AH70: 'Al.INVRS
1171: 1
V71: 2
N71: 3
X71: 4
Y71: 5
Z71: 6
AA71: 7
AB71: 8
AC71: 9 66
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AD71: 10
AE71: 11
AI71: 1
AJ71: 2
AK71: 3
AL71: 4
AM71: 5
AN71: 6
A071: 7
AP71: B
AQ71: 9
AR71: 10
T72: 1
U72: (I51 + ($EAMMA*$DELTAJtU51) + ($BETA*($DELTA_TA2)*A651))
V72: (J51 + ($6AMMAt$DELTA"w51) + ($BETAt($DELTAJA2)*AH51))
W72: 0
X72: 0
Y72: 0
272: 0
AA72: 0
AB72: 0
AC72: 0
AD72: 0
AE72: 0
AH72: 1
AI72: 0.6357521732
AJ72: 0.0782276219
AK'72: 0.0096257017
AL72: 0.0011844171
AH72: 0.0001457394
AN72: 0.0000179328
A072: 0. 0000022066
AP72: 0.0000002715
AQ72: 0.0000000334
AR72: 0.0000000042
T73: 2
U73: (I52+($GAMMAi$DELTA TtU52)+(tBETAt($DELTA_TA2)tAB52))
V73: (J52+($GAHMAMDELTA W52) + (ETAt($DELTA.TA2)*AH52))
N73: (K52+(GAMMAi$DELTA.T*N52)+(BETAK*DELTA_TA2)iAI52))
X73: 0
Y73: 0
Z73: 0
AA73: 0
AB73: 0
AC73: 0
AD73: 0
AE73: 0
AH73: 2
AI73: 0.07B2276219
AJ73: 7.700085177
AX73: O.94747508B2
AL73: 0.1165843003
AH73: 0.0143453894
AN73: 0.0017651622
A073: 0.0002171985
AP73: 0.0000267258
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AQ73 : 0.0000032893
AR73 : 0.0000004108
T74: 3
U74: 0
V74: (J53+($6AMHA*$DELTA_TV53) +($BETA*($DELTA_TA2)AH53))
N74: (K53f($6AMMADELTA~T*K53)H$BETA($DELTA_TA2)tAI53))
X74: <L53+($6AMMA$DELTA~TtI53) +($BETA*($DELTA_TA2)tAJ53))
Y74: 0
Z74: 0
AA74;; 0
AB74;: 0
AC74:: 0
AD74;: 0
AE74:; 0
AH74;i 3
AI74: 0.0096257017
AJ74:: 0.9474750B82
AC74: 7.8070437756
AL74:; 0.9606360604
AH74: 0.1182037231
AN74: 0.0145446551
A074: 0.0017896814
AP74: 0.0002202163
AQ74: 0.0000271032
AR74: 0.0000033847
T75: 4
U75: 0
V75: 0
N75: <tC54+($GAMMA*$DELTA_T*H54>-K$BETAK$DELTA_TA2HAI54))
X75: (L54+(AHHAMDELTAJtX54)<KiBETA($DELTA.TA2)fAJ54))
Y75: (M54+($6AMHA*$DELTA_TY54)<>($BETA*(*DELTA_TA2)*AK54))
Z75: 0
AA75: 0
AB75: 0
AC75: 0
AD75: 0
AE75: 0
AH75: 4
AI75: 0.0011844171
AJ75: 0.1165843003
AC75: 0.9606360604
AL75: 7.8086631984
AH75: 0.9608353261
AN75: 0.1182282423
A075: 0.0145476729
AP75: 0.0017900587
AS75: 0.0002203117
AR75: 0.0000275129
T76: 5
U76: 0
V76: 0
N76: 0
X76: (L55+GAMMAt$DELTA_T*X55)< ($BETAt(tDELTA_TA2)AJ55))
Y76: (H55+(GAMMA*$DELTA.T*Y55)t ($BETA*($DELTA.TA2)*AX55))
Z76: (N55+(*GAMMAi$DELTA_TtZ55)+ ($BETA($DELTA_TA2)*AL55))
AA76: 0
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AB76:
AC76:
0
0
AD76: 0
AE76: 0
AH76: 5
AI76: 0.0001457394
AJ76: 0.0143453894
AC76: 0.1182037231
AL76: 0.9608353261
AH76: 7.8086877176
AN76: 0.9608383439
A076: 0.1182286197
AP76: 0.0145477683
A076: 0.0017904685
AR76: 0.0002235968
T77: 6
U77: 0
V77: 0
H77: 0
X77: 0
Y77: (M56+($GAnMA*DELTA_TtY56) + ($BETAK$DELTA.TA2)*AK56))
277: (N56+(iGAMMA$DELTA_T256) + (tBETA*(*DELTAJA2)AL56))
AA77: (056+(tGAMMA*$DELTA.TAA56)+($BETAt($DELTA_TA2)AM56))
AB77: 0
AC77: 0
AD77: 0
AE77: 0
AH77: 6
A177: 0.0000179328
AJ77: 0.0017651622
AK77: 0.0145446551
AL77: 0.1182282423
AM77: 0.960B3B3439
AN77: 7.8086880949
A077: 0.9608384393
AP77: 0.1182290294
AQ77: 0.0145510534
AR77: 0.0018171609
T78: 7
U78: 0
V7B: 0
N78: 0
X7B: 0
Y7B:
Z7B:
AA78:
AB78:
0
(N57+($GAMMA$DELTATfZ57)+($BETAKDELTA.TA2)tAL57))
(057+($8AMMA$DELTA TAA57)t($BETAK$DELTA.TA2)*AM57))
:
(P57+($GAMMAt$DELTA_T*AB57)+($BETA(iDELTA_TA2)tAN57))
AC78;: 0
AD7B:: 0
AE78;: 0
AH7B:! 7
AI78:: 0.0000022066
AJ7B:i 0.00021719B5
AX78:: 0.0017896814
AL78;: 0.0145476729
AH78:i 0.1182286197
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AN78: 0.960B384393
A078: 7.80B6885047
AP78: 0.9608417244
AQ7B: 0.1182557218
AR78: 0.0147679804
T79: 8
U79: 0
V79: 0
N79: 0
X79: 0
Y79: 0
Z79: 0
AA79: (058+($GAMMA$DELTA_TAA58)+($BETAt($DELTA.TA2)AM58))
AB79: (P58+($6AMHAHDELTA"TtAB58) + (BETA*($DELTA>2)tAN58))
AC79: (05B+($GAHMA*$DELTA T*AC58)+($BETA($DELTA TA2)*A058))
AD79: 0
AE79: 0
AH79: 8
AI79: 0.0000002715
AJ79: 0.0000267258
AK79: 0.0002202163
AL79: 0.0017900587
AM79: 0.0145477683
AN79: 0.1182290294
A079: 0.9608417244
AP79: 7.8087151971
A079: 0.9610586514
AR79: 0.1200186774
T80: 9
U80: 0
V80: 0
H80: 0
XBO: 0
Y80: 0
Z80: 0
AA80: 0
ABBO: (P59+(GAMHAt$DELTA.TtAB59)+($BETA*(DELTA_TA2)*AN59))
AC80: (059+($GAMMA$DELTA.T*AC59)MtBETAK$DELTA_TA2)tA059))
ADBO: (R59+($6AMKADELTA_TtAD59)+(*BETA($DELTA_TA2)*AP59))
AE80: 0
AHBO: 9
A180: 0.0000000334
AJ80: 0.0000032893
AK80: 0.0000271032
ALBO: 0.0002203117
AH80: 0.0017904685
AN80: 0.0145510534
A080: 0.1182557218
AP80: 0.9610586514
AB80: 7.8104781527
AR80: 0.975386108
T81: 10
U81: 0
V81: 0
N81: 0
X81: 0
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YB1: 0
ZB1: 0
AA81: 0
AB81: 0
ACB1 : (060+(iGAMHAt$DELTA_TAC60)+(*BETA*($DELTA.TA2)tA060) )
ADB1: <R60+(*6AHHAHDELTA~T*AD60)MiBETA($DELTA~TA2)*AP60))
AE81: (S60+($GAMHAtiDELTAJAE60)+($BETAt($DELTA.TA2)*AQ60))
AH81: 10
AIB1: 0.0000000042
AJ81: 0.0000004108
AK81: 0.OO00033847
AL81: 0.0000275129
AMB1: 0.000223596B
AN81: 0.0018171609
A0B1: 0.0147679804
AP81: 0.1200186774
ASB1: 0.97538610B
AR81: 7.9269167136
TB2: 11
U82: 0
VB2: 0
H82: 0
XB2: 0
Y82: 0
ZB2: 0
AA82: 0
ABB2: 0
AC82: 0
ADB2: (R61 + ($GAMMA$DELTA.TAD61) + ($BETA*(*DELTA.TA2)tAP6D)
AE82: (S61*(SAMMAHDELTA_TtAE61H($BETAt(*DELTA_TA2)iA961))
AHB2: 11
AI82: 0.000000001
AJ82: 0. 0000000996
AK82: 0.0000008205
AL82: 0.000006669B
AM82: 0.0000542053
ANB2: 0.000440523B
A082: 0.0035801165
APB2: 0.0290954369
A082: 0.2364572383
ARB2: 1.9216767791
T86: 'A2.HATRIX
U87: 1
V87: 2
N87: 3
X87: 4
Y87: 5
187: 6
AAB7: 7
AB87: 8
AC87: 9
AD87: 10
AE87: 11
TOO. 1
U88- (-2tI51+(l-2iGAMMA)$DELTATtU51+(0.5-2BETA+$GAMMA)i($DELTA_TA2)*AG51)
V88i
(-2tJ51+(l-2**GAHMA)*$DELTA.T*V51+(0.5-2*<BETAt$GAHHA)($DELTA.TA2)tAH51)
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H8S: 0
X88- 0
Y8B: 0
Z88: 0
AA88: 0
ABBS: (2*P51+(1-2$GAMHA)*$DELTA TtAB51+(0.5-2MBETA+$GAMHA)($DELTA TA2)tAN51)
AC88: 0
AD88: 0
AE88: 0
T89: 2
U89: (-2*I52+(l-2*JGAMMA)t$DELTA.TtU52+(0.5-2HBETA+$GAMMA)t($DELTA TA2)*AG52)
V89: (-2tJ52+(l-2*GAMMA)i$DELTA.T*V52+(0.5-2t*BETA+$GAMMA)($DELTA"TA2)*AH52)
NB9: (-2*t52+(l-2*$GAMMA)i$DELTA TtN52+(0.5-2$BETA+$GAHMA)t($DELTA>2)*AI52)
X89: 0
Y89: 0
Z89: 0
AA89: 0
AB89: 0
ACB9: 0
AD89: 0
AE89: 0
T90: 3
U90: 0
VSO: (-2O53+(l-2**GAMMA)$DELTA_TfV53+(0.5-2*$BETA+6AMMA)($DELTA_TA2)*AH53)
N90: (-2*t:53+(l-2*GAMMA)*$DELTA"TtN53+(0.5-2iBETA+$GAMMA)K$DELTAJA2)AI53)
X90: (-2*L53+(l-2t$GAHMA)$DELTA.T*X53+(0.5-2t$BETA+*GAMMA)t($DELTA_TA2)*AJ53)
Y90: 0
Z90: 0
AA90: 0
AB90: 0
AC90: 0
AD90: 0
AE90: 0
T91: 4
U91: 0
V91: 0
N91: <-254+(l-2*$6AMMA)t$DELTA_TtW54+(0.5-2*$BETA+$6AHMA)t($DElTA_TA2)tAI54)
X91: (-2tL54+(l-2i$6AMMA)i$DELTAJtX54+(0.5-2$BETA+$6AHMA)*(iDELTA_TA2)*AJ54)
Y91: (-2*M54+(l-2*iGAMMA)$DELTA"T*Y54+(0.5-2$BETA+$GAMMA)K*DELTA_TA2)*AK54)
Z91: 0
AA91: 0
AB91: 0
AC91: 0
AD91: 0
AE91: 0
T92: 5
1192: 0
V92: 0
N32: 0
X92: (-2iL55+(l-2*6AMMA)t$DELTAT*X55+(0.5-2*ETA+$EAHMA)f($DELTA_TA2)*AJ55)
Y92: (.2*M55+(l-2*$GAMMA)$DELTA"TtY55+(0.5-2*JBETA*$GAHMA)i($DELTA.TA2)*AK55)
Z92: (-2tN55+(l-2HSAHMA)$DELTA.TfZ55+(0.5-2t$BETA+$6AMHA)(DELTA_TA2)tAL55)
AA92: 0
AB92: 0
AC92: 0
AD92: 0
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AE92: 0
T93: 6
1)93: 0
V93: 0
H93: 0
X93: 0
Y93: (-2M56+(l-2t$GAMMA)t$DELTA.TY56+(0.5-2t$BETA+$GAMMA)(*DELTA_TA2)*AK56)
Z93: ( -2N56+( 1 -2MGAMMA) HDELTAJ256+(0. 5-2*$BETA*$6AMMA) (*DELTA_TA2) *AL56)
AA93: ( -2*056+ (l-2t$GAHMA)t$DELTA T*AA56+(0.5-2$BETA+$GAMNA)($DELTA TA2)AH56)
AB33: 0
AC93: 0
AD93: 0
AE93: 0
T94: 7
U94: 0
V94: 0
N94: 0
X94: 0
Y94: 0
Z94: (-2N57+(l-2t$GAMMA)*$DELTA_T257+(0.5-2*BETA+$GAMMA)($DELTA_TA2)*AL57)
AA94: (-2*057+(l-2$GAMhA)*$DELTA_T*AA57+(0.5-2$BETAt$GAMMA)K$DELTA.TA2)tAM57)
AB94: ( -2*P57+ ( 1 -2$6AHMA) *$DELTa"t*AB57+ (0. 5-2$BETAt$GAMHA) i (JDELTA~TA2HAN57)
AC94: 0
AD94: 0
AES4: 0
T95: 8
U95: 0
V95: 0
W95: 0
195: 0
Y95: 0
Z95: 0
AA95: (-2*058+(l-2*$6AHMA)$DELTA_T*AA5B+(0.5-2$BETA+t6AHNA)*(DELTA_TA2)tAM58)
AB95: (-2tP58t(l-2*$GAMMA)t$DELTAJ*AB58+(0.5-2BETA+$GAMNA)*(*DELTA.TA2)*AN58)
AC95: (-2058+(l-2t$GAHMA)HDELTAJAC58+(0.5-2t$BETA+$GAMMA)*($DELTA_TA2)A058)
AD95: 0
AE95: 0
T96: 9
U96: 0
V96: 0
N96: 0
X96: 0
Y96: 0
Z96: 0
AA96: 0
AB96- (-2fP59t(l-2*$GAHMA)t$DELTATfAB59H0.5-2*$BETA+tGAHHA)*($DELTA.TA2)*AN59)
AC96: (-2*Q59+(l-2i$GAHMA)*$DELTATAC59+(0.5-2HBETA+'GAMMA)(tDELTA.TA2)tA059)
AD96: (-2iR59+(l-2*GAMMA)i$DELTA.T*AD59+(0.5-2*$BETA+$GAHHA)t($DELTA_TA2)*AP59)
AE96: 0
T97: 10
U97: 0
V97: 0
H97: 0
197: 0
Y97: 0
Z97: 0 7 3
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AA97: 0
AB97: 0
AC97 : ( -2*B60+ ( 1 -2U6AHMA) *$DELTA TAC60+ (0. 5-2BETA+$GAMKA) (tDELTA.TA2) tAOBO)
AD97: ( -2 R60+ ( 1 -2HGAMMA) *$DELTA~TtAD60+(0. 5-2tiBETA+$6AMMA) *(DELTA_TA2) *AP60)
AE97: (-2S60+(l-2t$6AMMA)t$DELTA~T*AE60+(0.5-2ETA+$6ANMA)mDELTA_TA2)*A060)
T98: 11
U98: 0
V98: 0
N98: 0
X98: 0
Y9B: 0
Z9B: 0
AA98: 0
AB9B: 0
AC98: 0
AD98: (-2*R61 + (l-2t*GAMMA)t$DELTA.TtAD61 + (0.5-2t$BETA+$GAHMA)tDELTA_TA2)*AP61)
AE9B: (-2*S6H(l-2*$GAHMA)$DELTA.T*AE61 + (0.5-2mETA+$GAHMA)(JDELTA.TA2)*AQ61)
T102: 'A3_MATRIX
U103: 1
V103: 2
N103: 3
1103: 4
Y103: 5
2103: 6
AA103: 7
AB103: B
AC103: 9
AD103: 10
AE103: 11
T104: 1
U104: (I51-(l-$GAMMA)t$DELTA TtU51 + (0.5+$BETA-6AHKA)KiDELTA.TA2)iAG51)
V104: (J51-(l-$6AHHA)$DELTAJ*V51+(0.5+*BETA-$SANHA)t($DELTA_TA2)*AH51)
N104: 0
X104: 0
Y104: 0
Z104: 0
AA104: 0
AB104: 0
AC104: 0
AD104: (R51-(l-$GAHMA)fDELTA.T*AD51+(0.5+BETA-*GAMMA)*($DELTA.TA2)AP51)
AE104: 0
U105i
(I52-(l-GAMHA)$DELTAT*U52+(0.5+$BnA-GAMHA)*($DELTA.TA2)*AG52)
V105:
(J52-(l-$GAHMA)tDELTATiV52+(0.5HBETA-$GAMHA)t(DELTA.TA2)AH52)
N105:
(K52-(l-$6AMMA)*$DELTA>N52+(0.5+$BETA-$GAMHA)i(iDELTA.TA2)tAI52)
X105: 0
Y105: 0
Z105: 0
AA105: 0
AB105: 0
AC105: 0
AD105: (R52-U-$6AMMA)#*DELTAJtAD52+(0.5+$BETA-*6AMMA)*($DELTA_TA2)*AP52>
AE105: 0
T106: 3
U106: 0
V106: (J53-(l-$GAMHA)t$DELTA.T*V53+(0.5+<BnA-$GAHHA)($DELTA.TA2)*AH53)
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"106: (r53-(l-$GAMHA)*$DELTA_TN53+(0.5+$BETA-GAHMA)t(DELTAJA2)*AI53)
X106: (L53-(1-$GAHMA)HDELTA TtX53+(0.5+$BETA-$6AHHA)i($DELTA~TA2)tAJ53)
Y106: 0
Z106: 0
AA106: 0
AB106: 0
AC106: 0
AD106: (R53-(l-i6AHMA)i$DELTA TtAD53+(0.5+$BETA-l6ANHA)($DELTA TA2)AP53)
AE106: 0
T107: 4
0107: 0
V107: 0
N107: (C54-(l-$GAMKA)*$DELTA_TfN54+(0.5+$BETA-$GAMMA)($DELTA TA2HAI54)
X107: (L54-(l-$SAHMA)$DELTAJ54+(0.5+$BETA-tGAMMA)K$DELTAV2)*AJ54)
Y107: (M54-(1-$GAHHA)HDELTA T#Y54+(0.5+$BETA-$BAMHA)t($DELTA~TA2)#AIC54)
2107: 0
AA107: 0
AB107: 0
AC107: 0
AD107: (R54-(1-$6AMHA)$DELTA T*AD54+(0.5+$BETA-*GAHMA)*(iDELTA TA2)*AP54)
AE107: C
T10B: 5
U108: 0
V10B: 0
N108: 0
X 1 08 : (L55-(l-$BAMMA)iDELTA_TtX55+(0.5+$BETA-$GAHMA)($DELTA.TA2)AJ55)
Y108: (M55-(l-$GAMMAmDELTA~TtY55+(0.5+ETA-$GAMHA)*($DELTA~TA2)*Ai;55)
2108: (N55-(l-$GAMMA)**DELTAJt255+(0.5+$BETA-$GANMA)*DELTAV2)AL55)
AA10B: 0
AB10B: 0
AC108: 0
AD108: (R55-(l-*GAMMA)$DELTA_T*AD55+(0.5+$BETA-$GAMMA)*($DELTA_TA2)AP55)
AE10B: 0
T109: 6
U109: 0
V109: 0
N109: 0
X109: 0
Y109: (H56-(l-$GAMHA)t$DELTA_TiY56+(0.5+ETA-$GAHMA)i($DELTA.TA2)*Ai:56)
Z109: (N56-(l-$GAHHA)*$DELTA.TfZ56+(0.5+$BETA-$GAMHA)K$DELTA.TA2)*AL56)
AA109: (056-(l-AMMA)t$DELTA_TAA56+(0.5+ETA-$GAMMA)($DaTA_TA2)*AM56)
AB109: 0
AC109: 0
AD109: (R56-(l-$GAHMA)$DELTA.T*AD56+(0.5+$BETA-$GAMHA)($DELTA_TA2)AP56)
AE109: 0
T110: 7
U110: 0
V110: 0
WHO: 0
X110: 0
Y110: 0
ZUO: (N57-(l-*GAHHA)t$DELTA T#Z57+(0.5+$BETA-$GAHMA)fDELTA.TA2)*AL57)
AA110: (057-(l-$GAHMA)i$DELTA TfAA57t(0.5+*BETA-AHHA)K0ELTA.TA2)*AH57)
AB110: (P57-(l-$6AHMA)f$DELTA"T*AB57+(0.5t$BETA-$6AMMA)*($DELTA_TA2)*AN57)
AC110: 0
AD110: (R57-(l-$GAMMA)$DELTA.T*AD57r(0.5+$BETA-$GAMMA)#DELTA.TA2)AP57)
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AE110: 0
Till: 8
Ulll: 0
Villi 0
Kill: 0
Xlll: 0
Wills 0
2111: 0
AA111: (058-(l-$GAMMA)t$DELTA_TiAA58+(0.5+$BETA-$6AMHA)t($DELTA TA2)tAM58)
Mill: (P58-(l-$6AMMA)*DELTA_TtAB58+(0.5+$BETA-t6AMMA)*($DELTA~TA2)tAN58)
AC111: (058-(l-$GAMMA)*$DELTAJiAC58+(0.5+ETA-$GAMMA)*($DELTA"lA2)A058)
AD111: (R58-(1-6AMMA)$DELTA T*AD58*(0.5+$8ETA-$6AHMA)*(*DELTA~TA2)*AP58)
AE111: 0
T112: 9
UI 12: 0
V112: 0
Wl 12: 0
X112: 0
Y112: 0
2112: 0
AA112: 0
AB112: (P59-(l-$GAMMA)$DELTA.T*AB59+(0.5+$BETA-$GAMMA)(tDELTA_TA2)AN59)
AC112: (O59-(l-*GAMHA)tDELTAJ*AC59+(0.5+$BETA-$GAHHA)t(JDELTA_TA2)A059)
AD112: (R59-(l-$GAMMA)HDELTAJ*AD59+(0.5+$BETA-$GAMMA)($DELTAJA2)*AP59)
AE112: 0
T113: 10
U113: 0
V113: 0
N113: 0
1113: 0
Y113: 0
2113: 0
AA113: 0
AB113: 0
AC113: (060-(l-$GAMMA)t$DELTA.TtAC60+(0.5+$BETA-$GAMMA)*($DELTA_TA2)A060)
AD113: (R60-(l-GAMHA)i$DELTA"T*AD60+(0.5+$BETA-tGAMKA)($DELTA.TA2)*AP60)
AE113: (S60-(l-$GAMMA)*$DELTAJ*AE60+(0.5+$BETA-$GAMMA)*($DELTA.TA2)tAQ60)
T114: 11
UI 14: 0
VI 14: 0
NU4: 0
XI 14: 0
Y114: 0
2114: 0
AA114: 0
AB114: 0
AC114: 0
AD114: <R61-(l-$GAHMA)$DELTATiAD61t(0.5+$BETA-i6AMMA)f($DELTA.TA2)fAP61)
AE114: (S61-(l-$GAMHA)*$DELTA.T*AE61t(0.5+ETA-$GAMHA)($DELTA.TA2)*AQ61)
T119: AIxA2
U120: 1
V120: 2
W120: 3
X120: 4
Y120: 5
2120: 6
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AA120: 7
AB120: 8
AC120: 9
AD120: 10
AE120: 11
T121: 1
U121: -1.9643184283
V121: -0.0312910488
N121: -0.0038502807
1121: -0.0004737668
Y121: -0.0000582958
2121: -0.0000071731
AA121: -0.0000008826
AB121: -0.0000001086
AC121: -0.0000000134
AD121: -0.0000000017
AE121: -2.0233479E-10
T122: 2
U122: -0.4877983835
V122: -1.0800340708
N122: -0.3789900353
1122: -0.0466337201
Y122: -0.0057381558
2122: -0. 0007060649
AA122: -0.0000868794
AB122: -0.0000106903
AC122: -0.0000013157
AD122: -0.0000001643
AE122: -0.0000000139
T123: 3
U123: -0.0600223607
V123: -0.37B9900353
W123: -1.1228175102
X123: -0.3B42544242
Y123: -0.0472814892
Z123: -0.005B17862
AA123: -0.0007158726
AB123: -0.00008B0865
AC123: -0.0000108413
AD123: -0. 0000013539
AE123: -0. 0000001641
T124: 4
U124: -0.0073855925
V124: -0.0466337201
N124: -0.3842544242
XI24: -1.1234652793
Y124: -0.3843341305
Z124: -O.0472912969
AA124: -0.0058190691
AB124: -O.O007160235
AC124: -0.0000881247
AD124: -O.O000U0052
AE124: -O.000001334
T125: 5
U125: -0.0009087776
V125: -0.0057381558
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N125: -0.0472814892
X125: -O.3B43341305
Y125: -1.123475087
Z125: -0.3843353376
AA125: -0.0472914479
AB125: -0.0058191073
AC125: -0.0007161874
AD125: -0.0000894387
AE125: -0.0000108411
T126: 6
U126: -0.0001118227
V126: -0.0007060649
W126: -0.005817862
X126: -0.0472912969
Y126: -0.3843353376
Z126: -1.123475238
AA126: -0.3843353757
AB126: -0.0472916118
AC126: -0.0058204213
AD126: -0.0007268643
AE126: -0.0000881048
T127: 7
U127: -0.0000137595
V127: -0.0000868794
N127: -0.0007158726
X127: -0.005B190691
Y127: -0.0472914479
2127: -0.3B43353757
AA127: -1.1234754019
AB127: -0.3B43366B38
AC127: -0.0473022887
AD127: -O.O059071922
AE127: -0.0007160233
T128: B
U128: -0.0000016931
V12B: -0.0000106903
W128: -0.0000880865
1128: -0.0007160235
Y128: -0.0058191073
Z12B: -0.0472916118
AA128: -0.3843366898
AB128: -1.1234860788
AC128: -0.3844234606
AD128: -0.048007471
AE128: -O.0058190B74
T129: 9
U129: -0.0000002084
V129: -0.0000013157
W129: -0.0000108413
X129; -0.0000881247
Y129: -0.0007161874
Z129: -0.0058204213
AA129: -0.0473022887
M129: -0.3844234606
AC129: -1.1241912611
AD129: -0.3901544432
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AE129: -0.0472914477
T130: 10
U130: -0.000000026
V130: -0.0000001643
W130: -0. 0000013539
X130: -0.0000110052
Y130: -0.0000894387
Z130: -0.0007268643
AA130: -0.0059071922
AB130: -0.048007471
AC130: -0.3901544432
AD130: -1.1707666854
AE130: -0.3843353558
T131: 11
U131: -0.0000000063
V131: -0.0000000398
N131: -0.00000032B2
X131: -0.0000026679
Y131: -0.0000216821
2131: -0.0001762035
AA131: -0.0014320466
AB131: -0.0116381748
AC131: -0.0945828353
AD131: -0.7686707116
AE131: -1.1234752378
T135: 'AIxA3
U136: 1
V136: 2
N136: 3
X136: 4
Y136: 5
Z136: 6
AA136: 7
AB136: 8
AC136: 9
AD136: 10
AE136: 11
T137: 1
U137: 1
V137: 1.6870646E-18
N137: -8.B073229E-20
X137: -3.926274BE-20
Y137: 5.3847131E-21
Z137: 1.7744317E-22
AA137: -3.7228782E-23
AB137: -5.9432402E-24
AC137: 4.6022145E-25
AD137: 7.7371478E-26
AE137: 2.1709452E-27
T138: 2
U138: -B.6194073E-1B
V138: 1
W138: -5.13BB430E-18
X138: 1.9029786E-18
Y138: -2.79B9B07E-19
Z138: -4.7269236E-21
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AA138 : -1.738B887E-21
AB138 : -1.6490621E-22
AC138 : -1.0603502E-23
AD138 : -5.3504207E-24
AE138 : 1.6018546E-24
T139: 3
U139: 1.1528118E-18
V139: -4.2012B34E-19
H139: I
X139: -9.7633253E-1B
Y139: 1.9916656E-18
Z139: -5.356B216E-20
AA133 : -2.6748533E-20
AB139 : -4.3328496E-21
AC139 : 5.6838940E-22
AD 139 : -5.9406755E-23
AE139 : 4.8112185E-24
T140: 4
U140: -5.5014790E-19
V140: 3.0205195E-1B
N140: -5.0957502E-18
X140: 1
Y140: -1.3980279E-17
2140: 4.5175973E-1B
AA140 : -2.7563478E-1S
AB14C : -5.4502931E-20
AC14C : 8.0817097E-21
AD140 : -9.4330902E-23
AE140 : -3.6706140E-24
T141: 5
U141: -9.7408783E-21
V141: -1.5744225E-13
N141: 3.0747296E-18
1141: -6.6475146E-1B
Y141: 1
2141s -8.7699674E-19
AA141 : 1.5755475E-18
AB141 : -9.8674375E-20
AC141 : 5.7871624E-21
AD141 : 1.7520202E-21
AE141 : 6.6794834E-23
T142: 6
U142: 6.8374749E-21
V142: -4.5210384E-20
H142: 2.2054620E-19
1142: 1.9651164E-18
Y142: -2.0864116E-17
Z142: 1
AA142 : -1.7749046E-17
AB142 : -2.0326541E-1B
AC142 : 1.8922584E-19
A0142 : 2.53B2B64E-20
AE142 : 5.4759357E-22
T143: 7
U143: 6.0859814E-22
V143: -7.5124543E-21
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N143: 6.3884813E-20
X143: -2.4087499E-19
Y143: 1.2705494E-18
2143: -1.1533201E-17
AA143: 1
AB143: -3.9304764E-17
AC143: 2.2419771E-18
AD143: 2.3164697E-19
AE143: 2.0077328E-20
T144: 8
U144: 2.53B4105E-23
V144: -1.0151574E-21
N144: 1.0414204E-20
1144: -4.3648667E-20
Y144: 3.0726120E-19
Z144: 1.3544057E-18
AA144: -1.7313353E-17
AB144: 1
AC144: 1.6219940E-17
AD144: 1.3611025E-18
AE144: 2.79520B7E-19
T145: 9
U145: 1.0359145E-23
V145: -2.0795838E-22
K145: 8.8012017E-22
X145: 2.0U7032E-21
Y145: 1.9230295E-20
2145: 3.0376713E-19
AA145: -3.697298BE-18
AB145: -5.7598240E-18
AC145: 1
AD145: 2.9326398E-18
AE145: 2.5199230E-18
T146: 10
U146: 2.8717061E-24
V146: -2.3839604E-23
N146: 1.1678756E-22
X146: -7.3825870E-23
Y146: -2.476578BE-21
Z146: 6.2693673E-20
AA146: -4.066B169E-19
AB146: -1.5255063E-18
AC146: 1.6046192E-17
AD146: 1
AE146: 1.5761589E-17
T147: 11
U147: 9.0674828E-25
V147: -5.6456692E-24
N147: 2.6779972E-23
X147: -3.9497874E-23
Y147: -6.1128647E-22
Z147: 1.8876262E-20
AA147: -1.2B96077E-19
AB147: -4.4024537E-19
AC147: 5.0398460E-18
AD147: 4.6078592E-19
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AE147: 1
U150: 'F VECTOR
W150: FOELT
Y150: 'AIxFDELT
V151: 1
N151: 1
2151: 1
U152: 1
V152: -(*CAPGAH/:APPA)
N152: (SDELTA_TA2MV152)
Y152: 1
Z152: -0.0000050232
U153: 2
V153: 0
W153: ($DELTA.TA2i$V153)
Y153: 2
2153: -0.0000006181
U154: 3
V154: 0
N154: (DELTA_TA2MV154)
Y154: 3
2154: -0.000000076
U155: 4
V155: 0
N155: ($DELTA.TA2t$V155)
Y155: 4
2155: -0.0000000033
U156: 5
V156: 0
N156: ($DELTA_TA2*$V156)
Y156: 5
Z156: -0. 0000000007
U157: 6
V157: 0
N157: <$DELTA_TA2t$V157)
Y157: 6
2157: 0.0000000033
U158: 7
V158: 0
N158: ($DELTA_TA2tV158)
Y158: 7
Z158: 0.0000000283
U159: 8
V159: 0
N159: (DELTA.TA2HV159)
Y159: 8
Z159: 0.0000002299
U160: 9
V160: 0
H160: ($DELTA_TA2*V160)
Y160: 9
2160: 0.0000018683
U161: 10
V161: 0
H161: ('DELTAJA2t$V161)
1161: 10
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Z161: 0.0000151835
U162: 11
V162: "IF(($C0UNTER>$EPSIL0N),(1$P END),($AHPLITUDEtP END))
W162: (IDELTA TA2$V162)
Y162: 11
Z162: 0.0001233952
11170: 'UHOLD
X170: 'U.rPLUSl
AA170: 'U.ZERO
AD170: 'U KHINUS1
V171: 1
Y171: 1
AB171: 1
AE171: 1
U172: 1
V172: (0+l**H VALUE*ALPHA)
X172: 1
Y172: 0
AA172: 1
AB172: 0.001954663
AD172: 1
AE172: 0.0019423624
U173: 2
V173: <0+2*$H_VALUE**ALPHA)
X173: 2
Y173: 0
AA173: 2
AB173: 0.0019979332
AD 173: 2
AE173: 0.0020185999
U174: 3
V174: (0+3UH.VALUEHALPHA)
X174: 3
Y174: 0
AA174: 3
AB174: 0.0021292722
AD174: 3
AE174: 0.0021143516
U175: 4
V175: (0+4t$H.VALUEt$ALPHA)
1175: 4
Y175: 0
AA175: 4
AB175: 0.0021374387
AD175: 4
AE175: 0.0021966877
U176: 5
V176: (0+5UH VALUE*$ALPHA)
1176: 5
Y176: 0
AA176: 5
AB176: 0.0022770626
AD176: 5
AE176: 0.0022657211
U177: 6
IM77: <0+6t*H VALUEiJALPHA)
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X177: 6
Y177: 0
AA177 : 6
AB177 : 0.0024312981
AD177 : 6
AEI77 : 0.0023968567
U178: 7
V178: <0+7#$H VALUEt$ALPHA)
X178: 7
Y178: 0
AA178 : 7
AB178 : 0.0025067397
AD178:: 7
AE178:: 0.0025616399
U179: 8
V179: (0+B$H VALUEHALPHA)
X179: 8
Y179: 0
AA179:; 8
AB179:: 0.0025017BB1
AD179: 8
AE179: 0.0025369529
U180: 9
V180: (0+9*$H_VALUE*$ALPHA)
X180: 9
Y180: 0
AA180: 9
AB180: 0.0025658439
AD1BO: 9
AE180: 0.0025533219
UI 81 : 10
V181: (0+10t$H_VALUE*$ALPHA)
X181: 10
Y181: (lttP.ENE)
AA181: 10
AB181: 0.0026846948
AD181: 10
AE181: 0.0025847B
AA182: 11
M182: 0.0028042042
AD182: 11
AE182: 0.0027199659
1186: 'UKNEN
AA186: AItA2*UKZ
AB186: 'HOLD
AD186: *AI*A3tUHN
AE166: HOLD
A6186: 'AHDTtF
AH186: HOLD
Y187: 1
AB187: 1
AE1B7: 1
AH187: 1
X18B: 1
Y188: (-AB188-AE188-AH188)
AA188: 1
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AB188: -0.0038879158
AD188: 1
AE188: 0.0019282296
AG1BB: 1
AU1 88: -0. 0000050232
X189: 2
Y189: (-AB189-AE189-AH1B9)
AA189: 2
AB189: -0.0040463437
AD189: 2
AE189: 0.0020477924
AG189: 2
AH189: -0.0000006181
X190: 3
Y190: (-AB190-AE190-AH190)
AA190: 3
AB190: -0.0042228325
AD190: 3
AE190: O.O020935443
AG190: 3
AH190: -0. 000000076
X191: 4
Y191: (-AB191-AE191-AH191)
AA191: 4
AB191: -0.004389956
AD191: 4
AE131: 0.002252508
A6191: 4
AH191: -0. 0000000093
X192: 5
Y192: (-AB132-AE192-AH192)
AA192: 5
AB192: -0.0045622537
AD192: 5
AE192: 0.0022851904
AG192: 5
AH192: -0.0000000007
X193: 6
Y193: (-AB193-AE193-AH193)
AA193: 6
AB193: -0.0048029187
AD193: 6
AE193: O.O02371624
A6193: 6
AH193: 0.0000000033
1194: 7
Y194: (-AB194-AE194-AH194)
AA194:, 7
AB194:; -0.0050338222
AD194:: 7
AE194:: 0.0025271108
A6194:: 7
AH194:: 0.0000000283
X195: 8
Y195: (-AB195-AE195-AH195)
AA195:i 8
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AB195: -0. 0050845565
AD195: 8
AE195: 0.0025829983
AG195: 8
AH195: 0.0000002299
X196: 9
Y196: (-AB196-AE196-AH196)
AA196: 9
AB196: -0.0051197453
AD196: 9
AE196: 0.0025557697
AG196: 9
AH196: 0.0000018683
X197: 10
Y197: (-AB197-AE197-AH197)
AA197: 10
AB197: -0.0052066403
ADI97: 10
AE197: 0.0025371289
AG197: 10
AH197: 0.0000151835
1198: 11
Y198: (-AB198-AE198-AH19B)
AA19B: 11
AB198: -0.0053178316
AD198: 11
AE198: 0.0026370226
AG198: 11
AH198: 0.0001233352
AA201: 'UJ.PLUS 1
AB202: 1
"
AA203: 1
AB203: (-AB188-$AE1B8AH188)
AA204: 2
AB204: (-$AB189-*AE189*AH189)
AA205: 3
AB205: <-$AB190-iAE190f$AH190)
AA206: 4
AB206: (-AB191-AE19H$AH191)
AA207: 5
AB207: <-*AB192-*AE192*$AH192)
AA20B: 6
AB208: (-$AB193-AE193+$AH193)
AA209: 7
AB209: <-$AB194-tAE194*$AH194)
AA210: 8
AB210: <-$M195-$AE195+$AH195)
AA211: 9
AB211: <-$AB196-*AE196**AH196)
AA212: 10
AB212: <-$AB197-$AEl97+$AH197)
AA213: 11
AB213: <-$AB198-$AE198*$AH198)
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